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1. Introduction

Nanocrystals are crystals with at least one dimension
between 1 and 100 nm.[1] They also are characterized by a
single-domain crystalline lattice, without the complicating
presence of grain boundaries. Interest in nanocrystals has
been growing steadily due to their unique position as a bridge
between atoms and bulk solids as well as their fascinating
properties and potential applications.[2] The ability to gen-
erate such minuscule crystals is central to advances in many
areas of modern science and technology. In principle, the
electron confinement by a nanocrystal provides the most
powerful means to manipulate the electronic, optical, and
magnetic properties of a solid material. This notion explains
why nanocrystals have been the primary source for discover-
ing and studying quantum size effects, with examples of
quantized excitation,[3] Coulomb blockade,[4] metal–insulator
transition,[5] and superparamagnetism.[6] Among all kinds of
inorganic solids, metals deserve our special attention because
they represent more than two thirds of the elements in the
periodic table. Most metals crystallize in the same cubic close-
packed (ccp) structure, a face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice that
allows easy characterization. Metals also possess a range of
fascinating properties, and many metals have been applied in
catalysis,[7] electronics,[8] photography,[9] and information
storage,[10] among others.[11] New applications for metals in
areas such as photonics,[12] sensing,[13] imaging,[14] and medi-
cine[15] are also being developed. Significantly, most of these
applications require the use of metals in a finely divided state,
preferably in the form of nanocrystals with precisely con-
trolled properties.

The properties of a metal nanocrystal are determined by a
set of physical parameters that may include its size, shape,
composition, and structure (e.g., solid or hollow). In principle,

one can tailor and fine-tune the prop-
erties of a metal nanocrystal by con-

trolling any one of these parameters, but the flexibility and
scope of change are highly sensitive to the specific parameter.
For example, in the case of localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) and surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS), both computational and experimental studies have
demonstrated that the shape and structure of a Au or Ag
nanocrystal play the most important roles in determining the
number, position, and intensity of LSPR modes, as well as the
spectral region or polarization dependence for effective
molecular detection by SERS.[16] In the case of catalysis, it is
well-established that the activity of a metal nanocrystal can be
enhanced by reducing its size.[17] The selectivity, however, is
most sensitive to the packing of atoms on the surface or the
exposed facets of a nanocrystal.[18] For example, Pt can
selectively catalyze different types of chemical reactions, with
the {100} and {210} facets being most active for reactions
involving H2 and CO, respectively.[19] Of course, the facets
exposed on a nanocrystal have a strong correlation with the
shape. These and many other examples clearly illustrate the
importance of shape control to the efficient utilization of
metal nanocrystals.

The last decade has witnessed the successful synthesis of
metal nanocrystals in a variety of shapes. Examples include:
sphere; spheroid; cube; cuboctahedron; octahedron; tetrahe-
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Nanocrystals are fundamental to modern science and technology.
Mastery over the shape of a nanocrystal enables control of its prop-
erties and enhancement of its usefulness for a given application. Our
aim is to present a comprehensive review of current research activities
that center on the shape-controlled synthesis of metal nanocrystals. We
begin with a brief introduction to nucleation and growth within the
context of metal nanocrystal synthesis, followed by a discussion of the
possible shapes that a metal nanocrystal might take under different
conditions. We then focus on a variety of experimental parameters that
have been explored to manipulate the nucleation and growth of metal
nanocrystals in solution-phase syntheses in an effort to generate
specific shapes. We then elaborate on these approaches by selecting
examples in which there is already reasonable understanding for the
observed shape control or at least the protocols have proven to be
reproducible and controllable. Finally, we highlight a number of ap-
plications that have been enabled and/or enhanced by the shape-
controlled synthesis of metal nanocrystals. We conclude this article
with personal perspectives on the directions toward which future
research in this field might take.
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dron; right bipyramid; decahedron; icosahedron; thin plate
with a triangular, hexagonal, or circular profile; and rod or
wire with a circular, square, rectangular, pentagonal, or
octagonal cross-section. As limited by space, we restrict
ourselves to solution-phase methods of preparation in this
Review. According to Wulff�s theorem (or the Wulff con-
struction),[20] a single crystal of an fcc metal assumes the so-
called Wulff polyhedron (a truncated octahedron) as its
equilibrium shape in an inert gas or vacuum (strictly speaking,
this result is only valid at 0 K). This prediction has been
experimentally validated for a number of metals.[21] In a
solution phase, however, the product often adopts a shape
drastically different from the Wulff polyhedron. This devia-
tion can be attributed to a number of scenarios that may
include: 1) the equilibrium condition never being reached
during synthesis; 2) the surface energies for various facets
being different from those in a vacuum due to anisotropic
interactions with a capping agent, impurity, or solvent; 3) twin
defects being included during nucleation and growth to form
shapes such as decahedron and icosahedron with a total free
energy lower than that of the Wulff polyhedron; and
4) applying an elevated temperature for the synthesis. For
these reasons, it is not hard to understand why solution-phase
syntheses are inherently more powerful and versatile (at the
same time, more complicated) than vapor-phase methods for
generating metal nanocrystals of different shapes.

The first documented solution-phase synthesis of metal
nanoparticles can be traced back to the 1850�s when Michael

Faraday prepared his now famous Au colloids by reducing
gold chloride with phosphorus in water.[22] Over the past 150
years, a myriad of solution-phase methods have been
developed for preparing metal colloids; however, most of
the samples were troubled by problems such as polydispersed
sizes, poorly defined shapes, and limited morphologies. Only
within the last decade have solution-phase methods bloss-
omed and become a powerful approach toward preparing
metal nanocrystals with the quality, quantity, and reproduci-
bility suitable for a meaningful study of their shape–property
relationships. As a result, most of the references cited in this
Review were published after 2000. For earlier work on metal
nanoparticles, please refer to a number of nice review articles
published in the 80�s and 90�s.[23] In addition, we focus only on
those systems (see Table 1) where there is already some
reasonable understanding for the observed shape control or at
least the synthetic protocols have proven to be reproducible
and controllable.

Compared to organic synthesis where a virtually endless
number of molecules with complex structures and functions
(e.g., fluorescent dyes or drugs) can be designed and
synthesized, controlling the assembly of metal atoms into
nanocrystals is still at a rudimentary stage. Interestingly, the
chemical reactions involved in syntheses of metal nanocrys-
tals often appear to be fairly simple, and most of them can be
readily found in chemistry textbooks. It is the nucleation and
growth mechanisms behind the simple chemistry that is
extremely complicated. In fact, scientists have just begun to
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understand the complex physics that lead to the formation of
nanocrystals with specific shapes. At the current stage of
development, it is not an exaggeration to say that the
chemical synthesis of metal nanocrystals (as well as for
other solid materials) remains an art rather than a science. It
must be emphasized that our current understanding of these
syntheses is far from being able to present atomistic details for
the evolution pathways that a precursor compound may take
to form metal atoms, nuclei, and then well-defined nano-
crystals. In a rough approach, we can divide a typical synthesis
into three distinct stages: 1) nucleation, 2) evolution of nuclei
into seeds, and 3) growth of seeds into nanocrystals. Here,
seeds are defined as something larger than nuclei, in which
structure fluctuation is no longer an option. Electron micro-
scopy can be used to analyze the internal structures of both
seeds and nanocrystals, and from such analyses, it has been
established—at least for Ag,[24] Au,[25] and Pd[26]—that the
final shape of a nanocrystal is determined primarily by the
internal structure of the corresponding seed (more specifi-
cally, the number of twin defects included) and the binding

affinity of the capping agent.
Searching for this kind of correla-
tion has been the focus of research
in this area. It is also the main
theme of this Review, around which
our discussion is organized.

2. Nucleation: The Birth of a
New Phase

Nucleation represents the very
first stage of any crystallization
process. Despite the scientific and
technological importance of this
phenomenon and the tremendous
efforts that have been devoted to
studying the subject, attempts to
examine, understand, and control
this process have met with limited
success.[27] One barrier to success is
the lack of experimental tools capa-
ble of capturing, identifying, and
monitoring the nuclei—that is, the
minuscule clusters consisting of
very few atoms and/or ions—
formed in the earliest stage of a
nanocrystal synthesis. It is also dif-
ficult (if not impossible) to directly
observe the formation of nuclei in
real space. By the time a crystal is
visible to an electron microscopist,
it has already grown beyond the
nucleation stage.

There are a number of
approaches being developed to
address this technical challenge.
The first approach relies on theo-
retical developments, where

increasingly sophisticated theories have been formulated
and refined to simulate and account for nucleation.[28] As a
second approach, building blocks with much larger sizes (e.g.,
colloidal spheres) have been employed as a model system to
study nucleation and crystallization.[29] Although the rela-
tively large sizes of colloidal spheres allow the use of optical
tools (such as a laser scanning confocal microscope) to
monitor nucleation in real space, there are drastic differences
between atoms and colloidal spheres in terms of size, surface
properties, solvation, and interaction potential. As a third
approach, efforts have been devoted to studying the nucle-
ation of atoms on a flat surface.[30] With advancements in
scanning probe microscopy (SPM), a nucleation process can
now be followed in a vapor or liquid phase with remarkable
spatial and temporal resolutions. The involvement of a solid
substrate and a physical tip, however, introduces additional
parameters (e.g., kinks, steps, or other types of defects on the
solid substrate that can serve as nucleation sites, as well as tip–
atom interactions) that are not present in solution-phase
nucleation. As a fourth approach, organometallic chemists

Table 1: A summary of different shapes that have been achieved for various metal nanocrystals.

Structures Shapes Schematic
drawings

Metals

single-crystal perfect/truncated cube[a] Pd, Ag, Au, Pt, Cu, Rh, Bi, Fe

perfect/truncated octahedron[a] Pd, Ag, Au, Pt

perfect/truncated tetrahedron[a] Ag, Au, Pt, Rh

rectangular bar Pd, Ag, Pt

octagonal rod Pd, Au, Fe, Co, Ni

rectangular or octagonal wire Pb, In, Sn, Sb, Fe, Co

singly twinned right bipyramid Pd, Ag

beam Ag

multiply twin-
ned

decahedron[a] Pd, Ag, Au

icosahedron[a] Pd, Au

five-fold twinned pentagonal
rod

Pd, Ag, Au, Cu

five-fold twinned pentagonal
wire

Ag, Au, Cu

triangular/hexagonal plate
Pd, Ag, Au, Cu, Pb, Bi, Co,
Ni

disc Sn, Co

[a] Platonic solid.
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have been trying to prepare metal clusters consisting of a
specific number of atoms through dedicated synthetic meth-
ods.[31] By crystallizing the clusters into larger crystals, the
three-dimensional (3-D) structure of such clusters can be
precisely determined by X-ray crystallography. This approach
has been widely used to investigate the transition from
discrete atoms to bulk solids by preparing ligand-stabilized
clusters of different sizes.[32] The major drawback of this
approach is that bulky ligands have to be introduced in order
to cap and stabilize the metal clusters. There are likely
significant differences between these synthetic clusters and
the nascent nuclei formed in a crystallization process. In the
next section, we only discuss nucleation in the context of
metal nanocrystal synthesis.

2.1. The Molecular Mechanism of Nucleation

In a typical synthesis of metal nanocrystals, a precursor
compound is either decomposed or reduced to generate zero-
valent atoms—the building blocks of a metal nanocrystal. Yet,
it is still unclear how nuclei and nanocrystals evolve exactly
from a precursor. Depending on the explicit route to atoms,
the nucleation process might take completely different path-
ways. For the decomposition route, nucleation is expected to
follow the mechanism proposed by LaMer and co-workers in
the early 50�s (Figure 1).[33] This mechanism is based upon an
extensive study of the solution-phase synthesis of monodis-
perse sulfur colloids. In the context of metal nanocrystal
synthesis, the concentration of metal atoms steadily increases
with time as the precursor is decomposed (typically from heat
or sonication). Once the concentration of atoms reaches a
point of supersaturation, the atoms start to aggregate into
small clusters (i.e., nuclei) via self- (or homogeneous)
nucleation. Once formed, these nuclei then grow in an
accelerated manner and the concentration of metal atoms in
solution drops. If the concentration of atoms drops quickly
below the level of minimum supersaturation, no additional
nucleation events will occur. With a continuous supply of

atoms via ongoing precursor decomposition, the nuclei will
grow into nanocrystals of increasingly larger size until an
equilibrium state is reached between the atoms on the surface
of the nanocrystal and the atoms in the solution. Besides
growth via atomic addition, the nuclei and nanocrystals can
directly merge into larger objects via agglomeration.[34]

For the reduction route, the precursor compound is in a
higher oxidation state than the atomic species. In this case, it is
unclear if the precursor compound is reduced into zero-valent
atoms first, which aggregate into nuclei and then grow into
nanocrystals, or if the unreduced metal species begin forming
nuclei prior to reduction. Simulations based on first-principles
molecular dynamics have shed some light onto this question
and indicate that precursor compounds can be directly
converted into nuclei and add to other precursor-based
nuclei or growing nanocrystals without going through a
zero-valent state. For example, it has been shown that a PtII–
PtI dimer stabilized with Cl� can be formed directly from two
dissolved [PtCl2(H2O)2] complexes through the introduction
of one electron.[35] Here, the [PtCl2(H2O)2] complex is the
hydrolysis product of [PtCl4]

2�, a precursor commonly used in
the synthesis of Pt nanocrystals. The PtI–PtII dimer can be
transformed subsequently into a PtI–PtI dimer through the
addition of another electron and the loss of Cl� . Interestingly,
both the PtII–PtI and PtI–PtI dimers can react with a third
[PtCl2(H2O)2] complex to form a trimer by coupling to a third
reduction step. These partially reduced dimers and trimers
likely represent early intermediates toward the formation of
larger clusters or nuclei. Since dimers and trimers have higher
electron affinities than the precursor (due to orbital delocal-
ization), reduction is expected to occur preferentially via
electron transfer from the reductant to these dimeric and
trimeric units. This preference excludes the possibility for the
monomeric precursor complexes being reduced directly into
atoms and then adding to nuclei or growing seeds.

As mentioned, both the addition of PtII complexes to and
the detachment of a ligand from a cluster can drastically
accelerate the growth of a metal nanocrystal. This acceler-
ation is commonly referred to as autocatalytic growth and has
been observed for a number of metal systems.[23a,36] It is worth
pointing out that this reduction mechanism is only favorable
under certain experimental conditions, for example, when a
mild reducing agent and/or a high concentration of precursor
are involved. Under these conditions, it is not necessary for
the precursor to be reduced into atomic species before being
added to the surface of a growing cluster (Figure 2). It is also
not critical for the cluster (or a nanocrystal) to be fully
reduced into the zero-valent state, suggesting that its surface
is likely terminated by positively charged metal ions coordi-
nated to ligands or solvated by solvent molecules. This unique
structure at the interface might be related to the capping
effect of some ionic species such as Cl� , Br� , and citrate, as
well as polymeric species.

2.2. The Actual Starting Material of a Synthesis

Most of the solution-phase methods for preparing metal
nanocrystals involve the use of a salt precursor dissolved in a

Figure 1. Plot of atomic concentration against time, illustrating the
generation of atoms, nucleation, and subsequent growth (modified
with permission from ref. [33], copyright 1950 American Chemical
Society).
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solvent. It is generally assumed that metal ions exist as
monomeric units through complexation with anions, ligands,
or solvent molecules. Recently, in studying aqueous AgNO3

solutions, we found that this is not always the case—metal
ions may be complexed as larger units and their presence can
influence reaction outcomes.[37] Specifically, using mass spec-
trometry, we found a surprisingly high abundance of trimeric
Ag clusters in aqueous solutions prepared from commercially
available AgNO3 powders. Our data indicates that about 27%
(molar) of the total Ag can be found in these trimeric clusters
for a freshly prepared sample. Figure 3 a shows a typical mass
spectrum taken from an aqueous AgNO3 solution immedi-
ately after preparation. In the mass/charge (m/z) range of 80
to 600, there are four sets of peaks with distinct isotope
patterns. According to the m/z ratios in each pattern, the four
peaks can be assigned to Ag+, [Ag2(NO3)]+, Ag3

+, and
[Ag3(NO3)2]

+, respectively. The insets illustrate the well-
defined doublet and quadruplet patterns characteristic of Ag+

and Ag3
+. Further studies revealed that the trimeric clusters

decreased in concentration as the aqueous solution was aged
in air under ambient conditions. As shown in Figure 3b, after
24 h only 13 % of the total Ag content remained as trimeric
clusters. The decrease in Ag atoms contained in these trimeric
clusters essentially equaled the increase in newly formed Ag+

ions (including their complexes with NO3
�). This conservation

of Ag implies that the trimeric clusters are directly trans-
formed into Ag+ ions and their complexes with NO3

� during
the course of aging. We suspect that this transformation
involves O2 that is naturally present in the aqueous medium or
later dissolved from air.

Regardless, changes in the concentration of trimeric
clusters were shown to influence reaction outcomes. The
observed trimeric clusters can be either positively charged
(Ag3

+) or neutral (Ag3) and are likely formed in the AgNO3

solid through a photochemical reduction process much like in
photography.[38] For the Ag3

+ cluster, its ground state has a
triangular structure (1A1) with D3h symmetry.[39] Its linear 1Sg

state is ca. 1 eV above the 1A1 state. The Ag3 cluster also has a
triangular ground state, in this case (2E’).[40] Both of these
clusters have a stronger affinity for electrons than Ag+,
making them more favorable sites for nucleation and growth
once a reductant is introduced.[41] Electron microscopy studies
show that the reduction of these AgNO3 solutions with a mild
reducing agent, poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), yields trian-
gular nanoplates. Interestingly, we found that the average
edge lengths of the resulting Ag nanoplates increased with
decreasing starting concentrations of trimeric Ag clusters.
This observation supports our hypothesis that these trimeric
clusters likely serve as nuclei for the addition and reduction of
Ag+, with the triangular shape being largely retained during
the growth process. The results from this study clearly
illustrate the significance of fully characterizing the reagents
and solutions used in nanocrystal syntheses. Such rigorous

Figure 2. Snapshots from a first-principles molecular dynamics simu-
lation showing the reaction of a [PtCl2(H2O)2] complex with a [Pt12Cl4]
cluster. Pt yellow, Cl green, O red, H white. Simulation time (in ps):
a) 0.0, b) 0.6, c) 1.3, d) 2.0, e) 3.2, and f) 5.0 (modified with permis-
sion from ref. [35d], copyright 2003 American Chemical Society).

Figure 3. a) Positive-mode mass spectrum of a freshly prepared 1 mm

aqueous AgNO3 solution. Note that Cs+ was added in the form of
CsNO3 as a reference for concentration calibration. b) Plots of the
concentrations of different silver species versus time, when a 1 mm

aqueous AgNO3 solution was aged in air (modified with permission
from ref. [37], copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH).
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characterization of the solution species present under differ-
ent conditions is critical to both understanding why nano-
crystals of a particular shape form and ensuring reproduci-
bility.

2.3. Capturing the Nuclei

Nuclei play the most important role in directing the
assembly of atoms into nanocrystals. Due to their small sizes,
very little is known about the nuclei present during a
synthesis, not to mention a conclusive account of their explicit
and likely dynamic roles. As discussed in Section 2.2, electro-
spray mass spectrometry can provide mass information about
the small clusters present in a precursor solution.[42] It may
also be a valuable tool for discerning the larger clusters
formed in a nucleation process. Indeed, for metals such as Ag
in which there are only a few isotopes, it is relatively easy to
assign the m/z peaks to different-sized clusters because of
their simple isotope patterns. Unfortunately, mass spectrom-
etry only reveals the size of a cluster. To determine the
internal structure or geometric shape of a cluster, one has to
rely on electrospray photoelectron spectroscopy in conjunc-
tion with accurate ab initio calculations.[43] Alternatively,
collision-induced dissociation of a cluster coupled with mass
spectrometry can provide some structural information. In a
proof-of-concept experiment, Wang and co-workers used this
method to confirm the tetrahedral shape of phenylphosphine-
stabilized Au20 clusters formed in a solution-phase reduc-
tion.[44] Still, this approach can only be applied to clusters with
relatively good stability. It remains a great challenge to
analyze transient clusters or nuclei by mass spectrometry
methods.

In addition to mass spectrometry, both absorption and
emission spectroscopic methods have been adopted for in situ
characterization of certain metal clusters. As demonstrated by
a number of groups, Ag clusters display distinct absorption
and emission spectra depending on the number of Ag atoms
contained in the cluster.[45] For example, when Ag+ ions were
reduced in water by a pulse radiolysis method, Henglein and
co-workers found that the most stable cluster was Ag4

2+.[46]

This cluster exhibited a strong absorption peak at 275 nm,
which was easily distinguished from both Ag atoms (360 nm)
and Ag2

+ dimers (310 nm). Similarly, the
emission spectra of Ag clusters can be
used to identify their presence in a
chemical synthesis.[47] With the use of
specially designed glassware and proce-
dures, it is feasible to sample the reaction
solution and record the spectra without
disturbing the nucleation and growth
processes.[48] By combining mass spec-
trometry with other analytical techni-
ques, it should be possible to analyze the
evolution pathway from metal ions to
atoms and clusters of various sizes under
different experimental conditions.

So far, Au13, Au20, Pt38, M55 (M = Au,
Pt, and Rh), Pt309, Pd561, Pd1415, and Pd2057

clusters have been reported in the literature.[44, 49] With the
exceptions of Au20 and Pt38, these clusters can be referred to as
“full-shell clusters” in which their constituent atoms assume a
closed geometry with the densest sphere packing possible. For
example, starting with a central atom, 12 and 42 atoms can be
placed around it to form a second and third shell, respectively,
and thus M13 and M55 clusters. In general, 10n2 + 2 atoms need
to be incorporated into the nth shell to form a cluster with the
densest packing of atoms. As shown in Figure 4, these full-
shell clusters display shapes remarkably similar to those that
typify the stable and observable seeds from which metal
nanocrystals are known to grow. It is thus reasonable to
speculate that similar types of clusters are also involved as the
intermediates (e.g., nuclei) during the formation of metal
seeds from precursor molecules. However, it remains a critical
instrumental challenge to capture, identify, and monitor such
clusters with the necessary temporal resolution. Such infor-
mation would be invaluable in correlating synthetic param-
eters with nuclei and eventual seed structure (i.e., single-
crystal or twinned).

3. Evolution from Nuclei to Seeds

Once a cluster has grown past a critical size, structural
fluctuations become so energetically costly that the cluster
becomes locked into a well-defined structure. This critical
point marks the birth of a seed. As illustrated in Figure 5,
these seeds hold an important position in bridging the nuclei
and the nanocrystals.[24–26] In general, the seeds may take a
single-crystal, singly twinned, or multiply twinned structure,
and all of these may co-exist in a typical synthesis. The key to
obtaining only one nanocrystal shape to the exclusion of
others is to ensure tight control over the population of seeds
with different internal structures. How can the population of
seeds be controlled and manipulated during a synthesis? This
question needs to be addressed from a number of different
angles as structures, in general, are history dependent and
their formation is determined by both thermodynamic and
kinetic factors. In essence, the population of differently
structured seeds is determined by the statistical thermody-
namics of the free energies of different species in combination
with kinetic effects regarding the generation and addition of

Figure 4. Idealized representation of full-shell metal clusters with “magic numbers” of atoms,
which are built upon the densest sphere packing (modified with permission from ref. [49c],
copyright 1999 Elsevier).
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metal atoms to a nucleus. This picture can be complicated by
the introduction of other processes such as oxidative etching.
In the following sections, we elaborate on the roles these
factors play in determining the internal structure of a seed.

3.1. Thermodynamic Control

When a reaction is under thermodynamic control, the
greatest proportion of the most stable product will be
produced. To approximate the most stable product, the
formation of single-crystal seeds can be considered in the
context of Wulff�s theorem, which attempts to minimize the
total interfacial free energy of a system with a given volume.
The interfacial free energy, g, can be defined as the energy
required for creating a unit area of “new” surface [Eq. (1)]
where G is the free energy and A is the surface area.

g ¼
�
@G
@A

�
ni ,T,P

ð1Þ

For a newly formed seed, crystal
symmetry is broken due to missing
bonds at the surface, causing the
surface atoms to be attracted
toward the interior. A restoring
force is needed to pull the surface
atoms back to their original posi-
tions. Using this simple model (i.e.,
an ideal surface), the interfacial
free energy is given by Equation (2)
where Nb is the number of broken
bonds, e is the bond strength, and 1a

is the density of surface atoms.[50]

g ¼ 1
2

Nb e 1a ð2Þ

For an fcc structure with a
lattice constant of a, the surface
energies of the low-index crystallo-
graphic facets that typically encase
nanocrystals can be estimated as:
g{100} = 4(e/a2), g{110} = 4.24(e/a2),
and g{111} = 3.36(e/a2), resulting in
the energetic sequence of g{111} <

g{100} < g{110}. This sequence implies
that a single-crystal seed should
take an octahedral or tetrahedral
shape in order to maximize the
expression of {111} facets and min-
imize the total surface energy. Both
shapes, however, have larger sur-
face areas than a cube of the same
volume. As a result, single-crystal
seeds are expected to exist as
truncated octahedrons (or Wulff
polyhedrons) enclosed by a mix of
{111} and {100} facets. This shape

has a nearly spherical profile and thus the smallest surface
area to minimize the total interfacial free energy. Such seeds
have been observed experimentally in the syntheses of a
number of metal nanocrystals.

In addition to these single-crystal seeds, singly and
multiply twinned seeds containing at least one twin defect—
a single atomic layer in the form of a (111) mirror plane—
have been observed under the same reaction conditions.[51] As
discussed in the introduction, there are a number of factors
that can contribute to this observation. Similar to a single
crystal, the surface of a singly twinned seed tends to be
enclosed by a mix of {111} and {100} facets to lower the total
interfacial free energy. For a multiply twinned seed, the strain
energy caused by twin defects will greatly increase as the seed
grows in size. For example, a five-fold twinned, decahedral
seed can be considered as an assembly of five single-crystal,
tetrahedral units sharing a common edge (Figure 6a).[51] Each
tetrahedron has two sides in contact with a neighbor through
{111} twin planes. Since the theoretical angle between two
{111} planes of a tetrahedron is 70.538, five tetrahedrons
joined with {111} twin planes will leave a gap of 7.358, which

Figure 5. Reaction pathways that lead to fcc metal nanocrystals having different shapes. First, a
precursor is reduced or decomposed to form the nuclei (small clusters). Once the nuclei have grown
past a certain size, they become seeds with a single-crystal, singly twinned, or multiply twinned
structure. If stacking faults are introduced, then plate-like seeds will be formed. The green, orange,
and purple colors represent the {100}, {111}, and {110} facets, respectively. Twin planes are
delineated in the drawing with red lines. The parameter R is defined as the ratio between the growth
rates along the h100i and h111i directions (modified with permission from ref. [26], copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH).
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must be compensated for by increasing the separation
between adjacent atoms. Such an elongation of bond length
will cause internal lattice strain, as well as a disordered region
at the boundary (see Figure 6 b and c).[52, 53] Due to the fan-out
configuration, the defected region will keep increasing in area
as the decahedral seed is enlarged laterally, making the total
free energy of the system go up. As a result, multiply twinned
seeds are only favored by thermodynamics at relatively small
sizes. With this in mind, it is not hard to appreciate the
simulation results by Ferrando and co-workers, in which
icosahedrons were found to be stable at small sizes, decahe-
drons at medium sizes, and Wulff polyhedrons at large sizes
for an fcc metal.[54] Of course, the crossover points are highly
dependent on the metal (see Table 2). This critical depend-
ence on size suggests that the population of different seeds is
not controlled by thermodynamics alone—it is also sensitive
to reaction kinetics, a parameter that can be experimentally
manipulated!

3.2. Kinetic Control

When multiply twinned seeds are
relatively small, the extra strain
energy caused by twinning can be
compensated by maximizing the sur-
face coverage with {111} facets and
thus achieving the lowest total free
energy.[55] If these seeds expand in
size rapidly, however, theoretical
analysis indicates that the low sur-
face energy of {111} facets can no
longer remedy the excessive strain
energy, resulting in their transforma-
tion into single crystals.[54–56] This
analysis indicates that multiply twin-
ned seeds need to be confined to
relatively small sizes in order to
increase their yields. Experimentally,
this condition can be achieved by
keeping the rates of atomic gener-
ation and/or addition sufficiently
low. When the generation of metal
atoms is slow, multiply twinned
seeds will prevail over single-crystal
counterparts because they can be
kept at small sizes for a long period

of time. Under the same reduction kinetics, singly twinned
seeds may also appear, albeit in lower quantities than the
multiply twinned ones due to the presence of {100} facets with
a higher energy. Taken together, it is possible to control the
population of seeds containing different numbers of twin
defects by varying the reduction or decomposition rate of a
precursor, which is the essence of kinetic control.

If the decomposition or reduction becomes considerably
slow, the atoms tend to form nuclei and seeds through random
hexagonal close packing (rhcp), together with the inclusion of
stacking faults.[57] This type of synthesis has been known as
kinetically controlled and the seed typically takes a shape
deviated from those favored by thermodynamics (i.e, a higher
energy structure). In one case, inclusion of stacking faults and/
or twin planes can lead to the formation of a plate-like seed
(Figure 6d). Completely different from the polyhedral seeds,
a plate-like seed is covered by {111} facets at the top and
bottom surfaces, together with stacking faults and/or twin
defects along the vertical direction (Figures 6e and f). Due to
a relatively large surface area (as compared to a polyhedral
seed of the same volume) and the lattice strain energy caused
by defects, the total free energy of a plate-like seed is
extremely high regardless of its coverage with {111} planes. As
a result, formation of plate-like seeds can never be favored in
terms of thermodynamics. To obtain plate-like seeds in
solution, both nucleation and growth must deviate from a
thermodynamically controlled pathway. In practice, struc-
tures characteristic of kinetically controlled syntheses can be
achieved by: 1) substantially slowing down precursor decom-
position or reduction,[58] 2) using a weak reducing agent,[59]

3) coupling the reduction to an oxidation process,[60] or
4) taking advantage of Ostwald ripening.[61] The key is to

Figure 6. a) A decahedron can be considered as the assembly of five single-crystal, tetrahedral units
sharing a common edge. Since the theoretical angle between two {111} planes of a tetrahedron is
70.538, five tetrahedrons joined with {111} twin planes will leave a gap of 7.358. b, c) High-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) images of a decahedral Ag nanocrystal (modified with permission from ref. [58b],
copyright 2007 Royal Society of Chemistry). d) Schematic of a plate-like seed with a random
hexagonal close-packed (rhcp) structure. Note that stacking faults and/or lamellar twins are
introduced into the crystal lattice. e, f) HRTEM images taken from the side face of a Ag nanoplate
(modified with permission from ref. [58b], copyright 2007 Royal Society of Chemistry).

Table 2: Crossover sizes expressed as the number of atoms (N) for
different types of nanocrystals of various metals.[a]

Metal NIh!Dh
[b] NDh!TO

[c]

Cu 1000 >30000
Ag <300 20000
Pd <100 6500
Pt <100 6500
Au <100 500

[a] Modified with permission from ref. [54b], copyright 2002 American
Institute of Physics. [b] The transition from icosahedron (Ih) to
decahedron (Dh). [c] The transition from decahedron (Dh) to truncated
octahedron (TO) or Wulff’s polyhedron.
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ensure an extremely low concentration of metal atoms in
solution so the nuclei will not be able to grow autocatalyti-
cally into polyhedral structures. Instead, the atoms will add to
the edges of a planar cluster to generate a plate-like seed.

3.3. Oxidative Etching

The distribution of single-crystal versus twinned seeds can
be further manipulated through the use of oxidative etching,
in which zero-valent metal atoms are oxidized back to ions.[62]

Since most syntheses are conducted in air, O2 is present in the
reaction solution throughout the entire process. If a ligand for
the metal ion is also present in the same solution, a
combination of the ligand and O2 can result in a powerful
etchant for both the nuclei and seeds. As shown in Figur-
es 6a–c, the defect zones in twinned seeds are much higher in
energy relative to the single-crystal regions and thus are most
susceptible to an oxidative environment, with their atoms
being attacked by the etchant, oxidized, and dissolved into the
solution. In contrast, single-crystal seeds are more resistant to
oxidative etching as there are no twin boundary defects on the
surface. By taking advantage of this selectivity, the population
of different seed types in the reaction solution can be
manipulated controllably. For example, in the polyol synthesis
of Ag nanocrystals, all twinned seeds can be removed from
the solution by adding a trace amount of Cl� to the reaction
(Figure 7).[62] As a result, single-crystal seeds and nanocrystals
will prevail. By replacing Cl� with a less corrosive anion, Br� ,
it is possible to selectively eliminate only the multiply twinned
seeds, leaving behind a mixture of single-crystal and singly
twinned seeds in the solution.[63] As will be illustrated in
Section 4, these seeds can grow into nanocrystals with
drastically different shapes.

Oxidative etching has already been validated for a
number of noble metals, including Ag, Pd, and Rh.[62–64] In
these examples, both O2 and a ligand are required in order to
observe oxidative etching. For example, when a polyol
synthesis for Ag nanocrystals is performed under argon, the
multiply twinned seeds formed in the early stage of the
reaction will grow quickly to form pentagonal nanowires (see
Section 5.2). Likewise, if no Cl� is added, multiply twinned
seeds will be formed which quickly evolve into quasi-spherical
particles within 1 h. Only when both O2 and Cl� (or another
ligand) are present, will single-crystal seeds be obtained in
high yields. Based upon the same mechanism, multiply
twinned seeds can be saved by: 1) removing O2 from the
reaction system by bubbling an inert gas through,[64a,65]

2) blocking oxygen adsorption to the seeds through the
selection of suitable capping agents (e.g., citrate),[66] or
3) diminishing the role of oxidative etching by scavenging
oxygen in the solution with a redox pair (e.g., FeIII/II or CuII/I

salts).[65, 67]

It is worth pointing out that in many cases the counter ions
of metal precursors or the miniscule amounts of ionic
impurities present in the chemical reagents can facilitate
oxidative etching and have a profound impact on the
population of different types of seeds. For example,
Na2PdCl4, a commonly used precursor for synthesizing Pd

nanocrystals, contains the Cl� needed for oxidative etch-
ing.[64a] Also, in polyol syntheses based on ethylene glycol, Cl�

may be present at sufficiently high concentrations (typically
on the ppm level) to facilitate oxidative etching.[65] Addition-
ally, due to its synthesis and storage in steel vessels, ethylene
glycol can be contaminated with trace Fe-containing species.
Both FeII and FeIII ions have been shown to influence
oxidative etching by coupling to O2 and the reductant.
Knowledge of such impurities and their effects is essential
to the reproducibility and scale-up of shape-controlled
syntheses of metal nanocrystals.

4. Evolution from Seeds to Nanocrystals

Once a seed is formed, it can grow in size through the
addition of metal atoms; however, observation of crystal
growth on the atomic level is not easy (or even possible),
especially when the crystal growth occurs in solution. From
chemical deposition studies, it is known that when atoms add

Figure 7. Details of a polyol synthesis of Ag nanocrystals in which
AgNO3 and PVP serve as the Ag precursor and capping agent,
respectively. The reaction was performed in air and 0.06 mm NaCl was
added. Reaction times: a,b) 10 min; c, d) 2 h; e, f) 44 h. a, c, e) Photo-
graphs of the reaction solution, in which the yellow color indicates the
presence of Ag nanocrystals. b,d, f) TEM images of the Ag nano-
crystals produced at each time. Single-crystal and twinned nanocrystals
are labeled as sc and tw, respectively. As the reaction proceeded, the
twinned nanocrystals were removed due to oxidative etching, but the
single-crystal species remained and accumulated in the solution
because of their higher resistance to oxidative etching (modified with
permission from ref. [62], copyright 2004 American Chemical Society).
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to a surface, the adatoms diffuse around on the surface until
they meet a step site where they can be incorporated. The
overall growth of a crystal is controlled by the competition
between a decrease in bulk energy (which favors growth) and
an increase in surface energy (which favors dissolution). It is
this dynamic interplay of growth and dissolution that dictates
the evolution of seeds into nanocrystals. Thanks to develop-
ments in electron microscopy, it is now possible to resolve the
internal structures and shapes of seeds and nanocrystals
produced at different stages of a synthesis. As a result, a one-
to-one correlation between the initial seeds and final nano-
crystals has been established for a number of noble
metals.[24–26] Since this kind of study can only be performed
ex situ for a very limited set of samples, it is still difficult to
fully reveal the details involved in a typical growth process.

The right half of Figure 5 summarizes the correlation that
has been established between different types of seeds and the
final nanocrystals of an fcc metal. In general, from single-
crystal seeds, octahedrons, cuboctahedrons, or cubes will be
produced depending on the relative growth rates along the
h111i and h100i directions.[50a] If uniaxial growth is somehow
induced, the cuboctahedral and cubic seeds will grow into
octagonal rods and rectangular bars, respectively.[26] From
singly twinned seeds, right bipyramids enclosed by {100}
facets,[63a,68] a nanocrystal consisting of two right tetrahedrons
symmetrically placed base-to-base, will be produced. Inter-
estingly, these seeds also can evolve into nanobeams when
uniaxial growth is initiated.[69] From multiply twinned seeds,
icosahedrons, decahedrons, and pentagonal nanorods (or
nanowires) can be produced,[24–26] depending on whether the
{100} planes on the side surface are stabilized or not.[70]

Finally, when the seeds contain stacking faults, they will
grow into thin plates with the top and bottom faces being
{111} facets and the side surfaces being enclosed by a mix of
{100} and {111} facets.[57–61] Because of the six-fold symmetry
of an fcc system, these seeds typically become thin plates with
a hexagonal cross-section. As the growth is continued, the
final products can also take a triangular shape by eliminating
the {111} facets from the side surfaces.[59b, 60]

Nature seldom stops short on possibilities! It should be
emphasized that Figure 5 illustrates only the generic shapes
that are observed from seeds produced under typical exper-
imental conditions. As will be discussed in the following
sections, it is quite possible that the final products adopt a
shape very different from these generic ones due to surface
capping effects, defect structures, crystal overgrowth, and the
presence of exotic seeds.

4.1. Surface Capping

One way in which the final nanocrystal may be driven to
adopt a shape different from those in Figure 5 is through the
introduction of a selective capping agent. It is well-docu-
mented in catalysis literature that the chemisorption of
atomic or molecular species from the gas phase onto a
metal nanoparticle can cause drastic morphological
changes.[71] For example, in a paper published in 1986,
Harris reported that quasi-spherical Pt nanocrystals evolved

into nanocubes when exposed to H2 gas contaminated with a
trace amount of H2S.[72] It was proposed that {100} facets were
formed preferentially over {111} facets in the H2S-rich
environment because the former surface interacted more
strongly with sulfur. In solution, this kind of chemisorption or
surface capping can have a profound impact on the shape
displayed by a nanocrystal. Generally speaking, the binding
affinity of a capping agent can vary from one crystal facet to
another. Such preferential capping can effectively hinder the
growth of a particular facet, thus providing a means for
controlling the relative surface areas of different facets.

The capping agent may simply be a byproduct liberated
during a synthesis. For example, decomposition of metal
carbonyl compounds during a synthesis liberates CO, which
can bind strongly to many metal surfaces.[73] Such adsorbed
CO can effectively inhibit or block metal addition, resulting in
a synthetic “dead zone”, a regime with low supersaturation in
which crystal growth essentially ceases.[74] Such hindered
growth induced by an adsorbate is analogous to surface
poisoning in catalysis, and as CO often preferentially adsorbs
onto specific facets, those facets become selectively poisoned.
It is also worth pointing out that many nanocrystal surfaces
can catalyze the oxidation of CO to CO2 in the presence of O2

and that the generated CO2 can easily desorb from such
surfaces. During this catalytic process, the surface atoms
might migrate across the surface causing additional morpho-
logical changes.[75] On the other hand, the catalytic oxidation
of CO can be poisoned with the addition of sulfur, and the
adsorption of sulfur (or even O2) on the metal surface might
have an effect similar to CO on nanocrystal growth.[76] Gold is
an exceptional case in which site poisoning is unlikely.[77] Yet,
in general, the final shape of a metal nanocrystal is
determined by the interplay of all these possible interactions.

The capping agent can also be added purposely to a
solution-phase synthesis to control the shape of a nanocrystal.
Through its chemical interaction with a metal surface, the
presence of a capping agent can change the order of free
energies for different crystallographic planes, and thus their
relative growth rates. The plane with a lower addition rate will
be exposed more on the nanocrystal surface. For example,
PVP is a polymeric capping agent whose oxygen atoms bind
most strongly to the {100} facets of Ag and Pd.[70] This
preferential capping can drive the addition of metal atoms to
the other crystal facets when crystal seeds are suitably large.
Thus, for single-crystal seeds terminated with only {111} and
{100} facets, metal atoms will add preferentially to the poorly
passivated {111} facets; these adatoms then migrate to the
face edges, resulting in an elongation of the {100} facets and
the formation of nanocubes with sizes > 25 nm.[78] Bromide
can have a similar effect as an ionic capping agent; however,
owing to its much smaller size, it is capable of selectively
adsorbing onto the {100} facets of Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt
nanocrystals with edge lengths < 25 nm to induce the
formation of smaller nanocubes, rectangular nanobars, and
octagonal nanorods.[26] In a manner similar to that of single-
crystal seeds, for multiply twinned seeds with a decahedral
profile, nanorods or nanowires with a pentagonal cross-
section will form if their side {100} surfaces can be stabilized
by Br� or PVP.[68,70] Likewise, from singly twinned seeds, right
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bipyramids or nanobeams will form if their {100} surfaces can
be stabilized by Br� or PVP.[63a, 68] It is worth pointing out that,
in addition to being added intentionally, the Br� can come as
an impurity in many chemical reagents or a counter ion in
many commonly used ionic surfactants such as cetyltrime-
thylammonium bromide (CH3(CH2)15N

+(CH3)3Br� or
CTAB).[79] In contrast to PVP and Br� , citrate ions have
been found to bind most strongly to {111} facets, at least for
Pd, thus favoring the formation of octahedrons, icosahedrons,
and decahedrons.[66, 80]

The use of a capping agent to dictate the shape of a
nanocrystal should be considered as a thermodynamic means
of controlling shape as it makes some facets thermodynami-
cally more favorable by reducing their interfacial free
energies through chemisorption. Despite the importance of
surface capping in controlling the shape of a nanocrystal, its
explicit roles and mechanisms are poorly defined and a full
understanding is still elusive. One technical barrier is the lack
of experimental tools capable of resolving the molecular
structure of a capping agent (especially, a polymeric one) on a
nanocrystal surface. Although a number of spectroscopic
methods—e.g., X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), FTIR, and
Raman—have been employed to confirm the presence of a
capping layer on the surface of nanocrystals,[81, 82] none of
them are capable of resolving the configuration and packing
of the capping molecules. This situation is expected to change
in the near future as new tools such as SPM and second
harmonic generation (or SHG)-based methods are applied to
address this problem.[83] Computational studies also can
greatly enhance our understanding of surface capping. For
example, it was recently found that the binding of citric acid to
a Ag(111) surface releases 13.8 kcal mol�1 binding energy
compared to 3.7 kcal mol�1 for a Ag(100) surface.[84] This huge
difference in binding energy was attributed to citric acid
adopting different molecular symmetries on the Ag(100) and
Ag(111) surfaces. The roughly three-fold symmetry of citric
acid matches that of the Ag(111) surface and results in four
Ag�O bonds. Also, migration of a hydrogen atom within citric
acid bound to the Ag(111) surface activates the electrons of
the methylene-carboxy oxygens, providing additional binding
affinity towards the (111) surface. In contrast, citric acid forms
only two Ag�O bonds with the Ag(100) surface because of a
geometry mismatch. Similar analyses could help identify
capping agents suitable for stabilizing other crystal facets;
however, due to the involvement of polyvalency,[85] it is
believed that polymeric capping agents work differently than
small molecules with only a few binding sites.

4.2. Twin Defects and Stacking Faults

Since fcc metals have a cubic crystal structure, there is no
intrinsic driving force for them to grow into one-dimensional
(1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D) nanocrystals. Obviously,
these two classes of highly anisotropic shapes will be obtained
only when the cubic symmetry of the lattice is somehow
broken. One way to accomplish this symmetry break is to
incorporate twin defects or stacking faults into the nano-

crystals. For metals, two major types of such nanocrystals have
been reported: five-fold twinned nanorods or nanowires (1-D
system)[68,70, 79] and nanoplates (2-D system).[57–61] It has been
proposed that capping agents play an important role in
directing the anisotropic growth either through preferential
adsorption on specific crystal facets (e.g., PVP on {100} and
citrate on {111})[70] or through reaction confinement within
micelles assembled from surfactants.[25, 86] Although these two
mechanisms can explain how capping agents assist the
formation of anisotropic nanocrystals, they fail to address
some other experimental observations. For example, both
nanorods and nanoplates can also be obtained by thermal
evaporation in vacuum where no capping agent is present.[87]

Consequently, one needs to consider alternative growth
mechanisms. As both of these anisotropic nanocrystals
include twin defects or stacking faults, they provide a break
to cubic symmetry naturally.

Stacking faults commonly occur in close-packed lattices,
which consist of hexagonally packed atomic planes with six-
fold symmetry. For a ccp lattice, the stacking sequence of
these layers should be ABCABCABC; however, stacking
faults can be introduced, disrupting the stacking sequence for
one or two layers (e.g., ABCABABC). A twin defect is a
special case in which the stacking faults create a mirror
image.[88] Among the fcc metals, Ag and Au have the lowest
energy barriers for incorporating stacking faults, so planar
defects can be readily included in their crystals. Simulations
suggest that the presence of such planar defects introduce
self-propagating ledges which can serve as active sites for
crystal growth.[89]

When a single planar defect (e.g., a twin or a stacking
fault) is involved, hexagonal plates can form in the early stage
of growth due to the six-fold symmetry of an fcc lattice. As
proposed by Lofton and Sigmund, the presence of a planar
defect can cause the six side faces, where the defect plane
ends, to form alternating concave- and convex-type surfaces
(see Figure 8a).[52b] Because each atomic site only has three
nearest atomic neighbors on the convex-type surface, the
stabilization energy for attaching atoms to this surface is
relatively low. As a result, the atoms on this surface tend to be
dissolved into solution again, creating a high-energy barrier
for the addition of atoms. In contrast, the concave-type
surface creates a reentrant groove, a self-perpetuating ledge
that increases the number of nearest neighbors for an adatom
and thus the stabilization energy. In this case, atomic addition
becomes favorable. Taken together, in a crystal with a single
planar defect, the fast addition of metal to the concave sides
can cause those very faces to grow out of existence, leading to
a triangular plate whose side faces are bounded by three
convex sides that do not favor atomic addition.

The preference of atomic addition on the concave
structure can also be understood using the concept of
chemical potential which is defined as the Gibbs free energy
per atom. The chemical potential of an atom on any curved
surface can be expressed by the Gibbs-Thomson formula
[Eq. (3)] where R1 and R2 are two principal radii of curvature,
Dm is the change in chemical potential, and W is the atomic
volume.
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Dm ¼ gWð1=R1 þ 1=R2Þ ð3Þ

For a convex surface, the curvature is positive, thus the
chemical potential of an atom on such a surface is higher than
that on a flat surface. In contrast, the chemical potential is
quite low on a concave surface. As atoms prefer the site with
the lowest chemical potential, atomic addition will only occur
on concave-type sides.

For the growth of five-fold twinned nanorods, multiple
twin defects are involved. It has been proposed that the
nanorods grow from decahedral seeds along the axis parallel
to the twin planes (Figure 8b).[52a] If a decahedron is viewed as
an assembly of five tetrahedrons joined together by twin
planes, each vertex is equal to a point where a concave-type
face grows out, leaving five edges and two axial points as
convex-type faces. In this case, a decahedral seed should grow
into a large decahedron instead of a five-fold twinned
nanorod, but this case is not observed in a typical synthesis.
Therefore, another factor must be responsible for the
anisotropic growth. In principle, when atoms in a decahedron
are located far from the central axis, the lattice strain will
become extremely high. This strain energy will be greatly
increased when a decahedral seed grows laterally. In contrast,
elongation of the decahedron along the axis parallel to the
twin planes does not cause any increase in strain energy. As a
result, decahedral seeds preferentially grow along the axial
direction into five-fold twinned nanorods and then nanowires.
As another requirement for this type of growth, there must be
a capping agent in the solution that can stabilize the newly
formed {100} side faces through chemisorption.

4.3. Shape Evolution during Crystal Growth

Crystallographers call the characteristic shape of a crystal
(or the relative area of its faces) its “habit”.[90] A primary
factor determining the habit of a crystal is the relative rates at
which different crystal planes grow. Consequently, during
crystal growth, the habit of a crystal can change if there is a
mix of different facets on the surface. In fact, crystal growth is
a very dynamic process! For example, consider an imaginary
2-D octagonal crystal with alternating fast and slow growing
edges. As Figure 9 illustrates, continued crystal growth will

result in an elongation of the slow growing edges at the
expense of the faster growing ones, producing a square,
faceted with the slow growing edges. In 3-D, if the fast
growing edges correspond to the corners of a truncated cube,
the final crystal shape will then be a cube faceted by the slow
growing planes. In contrast, if in 3-D the fast growing edges
correspond to the faces of a truncated cube, the final crystal
shape will be an octahedron faceted by those slow growing
planes. Such a dynamic evolution can occur to selectively
enlarge one set of crystallographic facets at the expense of
others on a nanocrystal, yielding new shapes. For example,
Yang and co-workers have shown that an fcc single crystal can
evolve from a cube to a cuboctahedron and then to an
octahedron, with an increasing ratio of {111} to {100} facet
areas.[91] As Figure 10 shows, when metal atoms add to the
{100} faces of a nanocube, they migrate to the edges of the
face resulting in the elongation of the {111} facets. As this
process continues, the cubes will be transformed into cuboc-
tahedrons and eventually octahedrons. This shape evolution
process has also been known as overgrowth. Interestingly, as
discussed in Section 4.1, the introduction of a capping agent to
a synthesis can alter the growth rates of the different facets,
thus dramatically altering the final nanocrystal shape.

4.4. Seeded Growth: Epitaxial versus Non-Epitaxial

With regards to nanocrystal growth, pre-formed nano-
crystals with well-defined facets can be added to a synthesis

Figure 8. a) Hexagonal plate with a single twin plane, which contains
concave-type (A) and convex-type (B) faces. The concave-type surface
serves as the primary site for atomic addition, facilitating the trans-
formation of hexagonal plates into triangular plates. b) Decahedron
seed (left) and five-fold twinned rod (right). The five variants in the
decahedron are separated by {111}-type twin planes. In the five-fold
twinned rod, the side faces are {100} and the end faces are {111}
faces. The green and orange colors represent the {100} and {111}
facets, respectively. Twin planes are delineated with red lines (modified
with permission from ref. [52b], copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH).

Figure 9. Shape evolution during the successive stages of growth for
an imaginary 2-D crystal. a) Rapid addition to the y-edges (relative to
the x-edges) results in the elongation of the x-edges and the eventual
disappearance of the y-edges, and b) vice versa. The length of an
arrow is directly proportional to the growth rate. When the crystal is
enclosed by a single set of planes, the shape will become stable over
growth time unless the surface is modified again due to etching,
Ostwald ripening, and/or capping.
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and serve as primary sites for nucleation (in this case,
heterogeneous) and crystal growth. If, during crystal growth,
the added metal atoms continue with the same crystal
structure as the seed, then it is an epitaxial process. This
condition is achieved when the seeds have the same chemical
identity as the growth atoms, and this approach has been used
most commonly to grow Au nanorods from Au seeds (see
Section 5.3).[92] Amazingly, the twin structure of the seed is
transferred to the entire nanocrystal via epitaxial growth,
although the final nanocrystal shape may deviate from that of
the initial seed due to the factors outlined in Sections 4.1 and
4.3.

Epitaxial growth also can be achieved when the seeds and
added atoms are chemically different; however, in this case, it
is more accurately referred to as heteroepitaxial growth.
Heteroepitaxy has long been used in gas-phase deposition to
prepare functional heterostructures or junctions but had not
been explored in the solution phase until recently.[93] As a
prerequisite for heteroepitaxial growth, there must be a close
lattice match between the seed and the deposited atoms (e.g.,
Pd and Pt have a lattice mismatch of only 0.77%). As
discussed in more detail in Sections 5.1 and 5.4, this approach
can be used to prepare bimetallic core–shell nanocrystals
(Figures 11 and 12), in which the core consists of the initial
seed used for heteroepitaxial deposition.[94] When there is a
large lattice mismatch between the seed and the deposited
atoms (e.g., Au and Pt have a lattice mismatch of 4.08 %),
heteroepitaxial growth is unfavorable due to high strain
energy. As a result, non-conformal growth ensues, giving rise
to shapes not necessarily predicted from the structure of the
seed (see Section 5.3). Very recently, Xie and co-workers
considered this approach more fully and found that even with
large lattice mismatches, conformal growth was possible, with
Au/Pd core–shell cubes (lattice mismatch 4.71 %) being
produced; they suggested that, in addition to minimal lattice
mismatch (< 5%), the metal bond energies of the two
components were important for conformal growth.[94b]

Figure 10. Overgrowth process of Ag nanocrystals, in which Ag atoms
are continuously deposited onto the {100} facets of a Ag nanocube to
eventually result in an octahedron enclosed by {111} facets (modified
with permission from ref. [67a], copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH).

Figure 11. Electron microscopy characterization of the binary Pt/Pd
core–shell nanocrystals obtained through the heteroepitaxial deposi-
tion of Pd on cubic Pt seeds: a,b) cube; c, d) cuboctahedron; and e, f)
octahedron (modified with permission from ref. [94a], copyright 2007
Nature Publishing Group).

Figure 12. Electron microscopy characterization of the binary Pd/Pt
core–shell nanoplates obtained through the heteroepitaxial growth of
Pt shells on Pd nanoplate seeds. a–d) STEM images and the corre-
sponding cross-sectional compositional line profiles of Pd/Pt core–
shell nanoplates for a,b) hexagonal and c, d) triangular plates.
e, f) HRTEM images taken from the side faces of the Pd/Pt core–shell
nanoplates, which show the continuous lattice fringes from the Pd
core (lattice spacing: 2.22 �) to the Pt shell (lattice spacing: 2.29 �)
(modified with permission from ref. [94c], copyright 2008 American
Chemical Society).
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5. Case Studies of Different Metals

The first example of the shape-controlled synthesis of
metal nanocrystals was demonstrated by El-Sayed and co-
workers with the preparation of Pt nanocubes and tetrahe-
drons.[95] Shortly thereafter, Au nanorods,[96] FePt nano-
cubes,[97] Ag nanoplates,[98] and Ag nanocubes[78a] were
demonstrated. Since these early examples, there have been
many reports of other metals being prepared as shape-
controlled nanocrystals and of other shapes. Here, we survey
this work so to highlight the principles outlined in Sections 1–
4, beginning our discussion with Pd because the largest
number of shapes has been generated for this noble metal. As
we hope to convey, Pd is an ideal model system for under-
standing the synthesis of metal nanocrystals with well-
controlled shapes, and the principles that direct Pd nano-
crystal growth can be easily extended to other fcc metals and
alloys.

5.1. Pd

Palladium is most interesting for its extraordinary capa-
bility to absorb H2. Incredibly, it can absorb up to 900 times its
own volume of H2 at room temperature and atmospheric
pressure, making it an efficient and safe storage medium for
H2. When it is finely divided, Pd also can serve as a good
catalyst for hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions as
well as cracking. In organic chemistry, a large number of
carbon–carbon bond forming reactions such as Heck or
Suzuki coupling are facilitated by catalysts based on Pd0 or its
compounds.[99] The largest use of Pd today is probably in
catalytic converters, which convert up to 90% of the harmful
gases (including hydrocarbons, CO and NO) from auto
exhaust into less harmful substances such as CO2 and N2.
All of these applications could be greatly enhanced with the
use of Pd nanocrystals enclosed by the same appropriate
facet.[100]

The predominant shape of Pd nanocrystals is the Wulff
polyhedron when the sample is prepared by relatively fast
reduction or decomposition. Experimentally, Na2PdCl4 is the
most commonly used precursor for the reduction route
because of its stability in air and good solubility in a variety
of solvents. In this case, no additional Cl� is needed to initiate
oxidative etching as this anion will be released from the salt
precursor during reduction. Pd(NO3)2 is also commercially
available and could be used as a precursor to Pd; however, it is
hygroscopic and tends to hydrolyze to Pd(OH)2.

[101] In
general, alcohols, glycols, and hydrazine can all serve as the
reductant source to ensure fast reduction of various Pd
precursors.[60,102] Among these options, ethylene glycol offers
a unique example as it serves as both the solvent and primary
reductant at the temperatures commonly used for Pd nano-
crystal synthesis. For a typical synthesis conducted in air at
110 8C with Na2PdCl4 as a precursor, the product sampled
after 5 min contained 90% Wulff polyhedrons (ca. 8 nm in
size) and 10% multiply twinned particles (MTPs, including
decahedrons and icosahedrons).[60a] When the reaction was
prolonged to 3 h, all the MTPs were eliminated due to

oxidative etching, leaving behind only Wulff polyhedrons
(Figure 13 a),[64a] and if allowed to continue beyond 3 h, even
these single-crystal structures were subjected to oxidative
etching. As a result, it is difficult to grow Pd nanocrystals
larger than 10 nm using this method. Additionally, because
PVP is too big to have a significant capping effect on very
small nanocrystals, these Pd nanocrystals < 10 nm in size
cannot evolve into perfect cubes, but rather maintain their
Wulff polyhedral structure.

While the above work illustrates the power that oxidative
etching can have in controlling the population of twinned
structures in solution, the preparation of single-crystal Pd
nanocrystals encased with only one type of facet (e.g., cubes
as compared to Wulff polyhedrons) is desirable, particularly
for applications in catalysis. To achieve this goal, two
approaches have been explored: 1) modulation of reduc-

Figure 13. Electron microscopy images of single-crystal Pd nanocrys-
tals: a) Wulff polyhedrons prepared in ethylene glycol with PVP as a
capping agent (modified with permission from ref. [64a], copyright
2005 American Chemical Society); b) slightly truncated nanocubes
prepared in ethylene glycol with PVP as a capping agent and FeIII

species as an etchant (modified with permission from ref. [78b],
copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); c) nanocubes prepared
with PVP as a reductant in water and in the presence of KBr;
d) nanobars prepared in a mixture of 90.9% water and 9.1% ethylene
glycol, in the presence of KBr; e) nanorods prepared in a mixture of
72.7% ethylene glycol and 27.3% water, in the presence of KBr
(modified with permission from ref. [64d], copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society); f) octahedrons prepared with citric acid as a
reducing agent and capping agent at a high concentration of Pd
precursor (modified with permission from ref. [80], copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH).
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tion/oxidation conditions during the polyol synthesis and
2) use of a capping agent much smaller than PVP. In the first
approach, Pd nanocubes with edge lengths up to 50 nm were
prepared by adding FeIII species to a polyol synthesis at 90 8C.
In this case, the addition of such species was found to enhance
the oxidation of Pd0, thus effectively reducing the number of
seeds formed during the nucleation stage.[78b] At the same
concentration of precursor, the presence of fewer seeds
means a larger size for the final product. Using this approach,
the final size of the Pd nanocrystals could be controllably
increased simply by increasing the concentration of the FeIII

species. Due to the capping effect of PVP, these larger single-
crystalline nanocrystals adopted a cubic shape, with some
slight corner truncation (Figure 13 b).

Considering the second approach, Br� was added as a
smaller capping agent and found to promote the development
of {100} facets, allowing for the generation of Pd nanocubes
8 nm in edge length (Figure 13c).[64d] This synthesis was
carried out in water with PVP as a reductant, and both XPS
and EDX analyses suggest that Br� is capable of chemisorb-
ing onto the {100} facets of very tiny Pd nanocrystals. In this
way, the selective chemisorption of Br� alters the order of
surface energies for different facets, allowing for nanocubes,
not Wulff polyhedrons, to be produced at small sizes.

During the course of this work, it was also found that Br�

could initiate anisotropic growth for cubic nanocrystals if the
reduction rate was enhanced by introducing ethylene glycol as
a reductant.[64d] In one example, Pd nanobars enclosed by
{100} facets and with a square cross-section were synthesized
from a reaction containing ethylene glycol, water, PVP, and
KBr (see Figures 13d and e). The aspect ratio of the nanobars
was observed to increase with an increase in the concentration
of ethylene glycol. In a second example, Pd nanoneedles with
a rectangular cross-section of decreasing area were prepared
in water with ascorbic acid and sodium citrate as co-
reductants and CTAB as a capping agent.[103] How and why
such anisotropic growth occurs are yet to be fully understood;
however, localized oxidative etching in the presence of Br�

appears to be involved. As the chemisorbed Br� layer
prevents the further addition of Pd atoms to the Pd nano-
crystal, the surface has to be activated in some way to
continue the growth process. For a cubic nanocrystal,
localized oxidative etching could selectively activate only
one of its six faces for atomic addition. Then, if enough Pd
atoms can be supplied to the etched site by accelerated
reduction, atomic addition will surpass the removal of atoms
caused by etching at that face, breaking cubic symmetry and
eventually leading to the formation of a nanobar. In this case,
a relatively high reduction rate, achieved by having a high
concentration of ethylene glycol in water, is needed to
provide sufficient Pd atoms for continuous growth. For a
Wulff polyhedral nanocrystal, selective activation of an
octagonal face by localized oxidative etching leads to a
nanorod whose side surfaces are a mix of both {100} and {110}
facets. As for the formation of Pd nanoneedles, the exact
mechanism still needs to be resolved. We believe that the Br�

from CTAB may play a critical role, in addition to the capping
effect of the surfactant.

In addition to single-crystal seeds, the Pd system is rich in
twinned structures.[104] As discussed in the beginning of this
section, the retention of twinned seeds produced during
polyol reduction is difficult to achieve due to the intrinsically
corrosive environment. Yet, in a recent study, we found that
citric acid or citrate ions could protect such seeds from
oxidative etching.[66,80] There are two possible mechanisms for
explaining this observation: 1) they can compete with oxygen
adsorption and thus reduce the amount of oxygen immobi-
lized on the Pd surfaces or 2) they can react with and exhaust
the adsorbed oxygen. Regardless of the mechanism, it
becomes possible to stabilize twinned Pd nanocrystals
enclosed by {111} facets—decahedrons and icosahedrons—
and even single-crystal octahedrons, presumably due to the
strong binding of citrate to the {111} facets.

The key to producing one of these nanocrystal shapes to
the exclusion of the others is to control the population of the
various seed types in a synthesis. Amazingly, using a simple
water-based system in which only Na2PdCl4, PVP, and citric
acid were added, we were able to achieve these various seeds
and tune their yields simply by controlling the concentration
and reduction rate of the precursor.[66, 80] It has been shown by
simulation that icosahedral, decahedral, and Wulff polyhedral
clusters are favored for Pd at small (N< 100), medium (100<
N< 6500), and large sizes (N> 6500), respectively.[54] Thus, to
generate Wulff polyhedral seeds, and eventually octahedrons,
a high atomic concentration is required because the number
of Pd atoms in a seed is highly dependent on the atomic
concentration in the solution. Two factors affect the atomic
concentration: 1) the reduction rate and 2) the concentration
of precursor. As citric acid is a mild reducing agent, the Pd
precursor concentration has to be kept relatively high in this
synthesis. When this condition is met, Pd octahedrons are
produced in over 90% yields (Figure 13 f). The same protocol
can be used to generate Pd decahedrons in high yields. In this
case, the concentration of citric acid or citrate ions has to be
increased to ensure sufficient capping of the {111} facets, thus
reducing the surface energy of the {111} facets and compen-
sating for the extra strain energy caused by twinning. For
these reasons, decahedral seeds can be stabilized effectively
and grow into large decahedrons (Figure 14a) even though
the number of atoms might be above the favorable medium
range for decahedral seed generation. Finally, when the
atomic concentration is significantly lowered by reducing the
Pd precursor concentration, icosahedral seeds become favor-
able due to the slow addition of Pd atoms. As a result, Pd
icosahedrons become the major product (Figure 14b).[66, 80]

Besides citric acid, ascorbic acid may be used as a reducing
agent. When it was used at 80 8C in the presence of Br� ,
anisotropic growth of decahedral seeds was induced, resulting
in pentagonal nanorods with their side {100} faces presumably
stabilized by Br� .[68] Although there is modest oxidative
etching in this system, these five-fold twinned nanorods can
be stable for a long period of time. In the same synthesis, right
bipyramids were also formed from singly twinned seeds, with
their {100} facets being stabilized with Br� . In general, the
product typically consisted of 30% five-fold twinned nano-
rods with length up to 150 nm, 17% MTPs, 18 % singly
twinned right bipyramids, and 35% nanocubes (Figure 14c).
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When the reaction temperature was increased to 100 8C,
oxidative etching was greatly enhanced in this system. Thus,
multiply twinned structures were rarely found in the final
product, although right bipyramids were still present up to
30% in the final product distribution (Figure 14d).

When the reduction of the Pd precursor is greatly slowed
down, Pd nanoplates will be produced in high yields,
indicating a kinetically controlled reaction. Such nanoplates
can have a triangular or hexagonal cross-section, and as was
observed in some of these syntheses, hexagonal plates can
evolve into triangular plates as their sizes are increased. Such
a transformation likely occurs by the mechanism proposed by
Lofton and Sigmund (see Section 4.2).[52b] Many different
approaches have been developed to slow down the generation
of Pd atoms.[58–60, 105] In polyol syntheses, the net reduction can
be slowed through the introduction of FeIII species and the O2/

Cl� pair, both oxidative etchants for Pd0.[60] For the O2/Cl�

pair, etching can be enhanced by adding an acid. For FeIII

species, adjusting their concentration allowed the reduction
rate to be precisely controlled so to generate triangular or
hexagonal Pd nanoplates (see Figure 14 e for triangular
nanoplates). As a second approach, the reduction rate can
be kept low by using a mild reducing agent (e.g., PVP,
formate, methanol, or glycolate) at low temperatures. For
example, the chain ends of commercially available PVP have
been found to be terminated with a hydroxy group using
13C NMR spectroscopy.[59a] Such a polymer, just as with long-
chain alcohols, can serve as a mild reducing agent for
kinetically controlled syntheses including those of Pd nano-
plates (Figure 14 f).[59b] In practice, controlling the ratio of
PVP to precursor as well as the molecular weight of PVP can
provide further control of the reduction rate. As a third
approach, Pd atoms can be slowly generated through decom-
position of a Pd–octanedionate complex in the presence of
various tetraalkylammonium salts to form hexagonal Pd
nanoplates in high yields.[58a] Finally, a RNA-mediated syn-
thesis of Pd nanoplates has been reported.[105] In this case, the
RNA sequence was found to be critical to the formation of
plate-like morphology, and it was suggested that the RNA
provided a critical folding motif for interaction with the
precursor complex that directed the formation of nanoplates.
Interestingly, by changing the RNA sequence, Pd nanocubes
could be obtained through a similar reaction. It is worth
pointing out that the sugar unit in RNA contains hydroxy
groups, which might also be involved in reducing the Pd
precursor.

Recently, it has been shown that polyhedral Pd nano-
crystals with edge lengths > 30 nm could be obtained by
heteroepitaxial seeded growth, in which preformed Pt nano-
cubes (such as those discussed later in Section 5.4) were
added to a synthesis and served as sites for nucleation and the
controlled overgrowth of Pd nanocrystals.[94a] The final
products exhibited a well-defined core–shell Pt/Pd structure
made possible by the minimal lattice mismatch between Pt
and Pd. By controlling the concentration of NO2 present
during the synthesis, the growth rates along the h100i and
h111i directions could be varied to produce octahedrons,
cuboctahedrons, and cubes (Figure 11). In these cases, the
NO2 was generated in situ from the decomposition of HNO3

in the presence of HCl. The generated NO2 can then
dissociate on the Pd surface, giving NO and atomic oxygen;
the NO will desorb while the atomic oxygen should remain on
the surface and modulate the growth rates of different facets.

5.2. Ag

Historically, silver has most widely been used in jewelry/
metal-craft and photography (where photosensitive Ag
halides are reduced).[9] More recently, Ag, particularly in
nanoparticle form, has been finding use as a catalyst in
various oxidation and oxidative coupling reactions (e.g.,
formaldehyde production from methanol and air).[106] In fact,
Ag nanoparticles are the only practical catalyst available
today for converting ethylene to ethylene oxide, an important

Figure 14. Electron microscopy images of Pd nanocrystals with twin
defects: a) decahedrons prepared with citric acid as a reducing agent
and capping agent at high concentrations for both Pd precursor and
citric acid (modified with permission from ref. [80], copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH); b) icosahedrons prepared with citric acid as a reducing
agent and capping agent at a low concentration of Pd precursor
(modified with permission from ref. [80], copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH);
c) five-fold twinned nanorods (as a mixture with cubes) prepared with
ascorbic acid as a reductant in water and in the presence of bromide;
d) single-twinned right bipyramids (as a mixture with cubes) prepared
with ascorbic acid as a reductant in water and in the presence of
bromide (modified with permission from ref. [68], copyright 2007
Elsevier); e) triangular nanoplates prepared in ethylene glycol and in
the presence of FeCl3 and HCl (modified with permission from
ref. [60], copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); f) hexagonal
nanoplates prepared with PVP as a reductant in water (modified with
permission from ref. [59b], copyright 2006 American Chemical Soci-
ety).
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industrial precursor. Silver nanostructures also have been the
source of extensive research for their widespread use as
substrates for SERS, optical labeling, and near-field optical
probing.[15] Experimentally, AgNO3 is the most commonly
used precursor when preparing Ag nanocrystals via the
reduction route because of its good solubility in polar
solvents. This compound, however, is highly sensitive to
light, and as discussed in Section 2.2, this sensitivity can have a
significant effect on the nature of Ag species in solution. As a
result, cautions must be taken in the storing and handling of
this precursor.

Like other fcc metals, icosahedral, decahedral, and Wulff
polyhedral seeds and their corresponding nanocrystals are the
thermodynamically favored products. Yet, according to
simulations, the size window that favors both Ag icosahedrons
and decahedrons is much broader than with other metals
(Table 2).[54] As a result, multiply twinned seeds typically
predominate under most reaction conditions. Of course, the
multiply twinned seeds can be selectively removed by
oxidative etching just as in the Pd system (see Figure 7).[62]

In practice, however, oxidative etching with the Cl�/O2 pair is
a slow process for the Ag system, with single-crystal products
only being produced after a couple days of reaction. This
oxidative etching process can be enhanced by the introduc-
tion of a protonic acid (either by directly adding HCl or
through the transformation from H2).[107] In these cases,
single-crystal Ag nanocubes could be produced in less than
half day. It should be pointed out that Ag cuboctahedrons
(Figure 15 a) and perfect nanocubes (Figure 15b) are only
observed once the Ag nanocrystals have grown past 20 nm, at
which point PVP as a capping polymer can promote the
formation of {100} facets. At smaller sizes, the single crystals
adopt a Wulff polyhedral (or spherical) profile so to minimize
their overall surface area. While oxidative etching has proven
to be an extremely powerful tool for controlling the pop-
ulation of twinned seeds in solution, the slowness of this
process in the Ag system hinders large-scale synthesis.

Recently, we reported a very rapid route to Ag nanocubes
in which oxidative etching was not necessarily involved.[108] In
this case, sulfide or hydrosulfide is added to ethylene glycol at
a ppm level prior to the introduction of PVP and AgNO3.
Upon AgNO3 addition, Ag2S clusters or nanocrystallites are
formed, which can serve as primary sites for nucleation by
catalyzing the reduction of Ag+.[109] In a related study, Yang
and co-workers also produced single-crystal Ag nanocubes in
a matter of minutes, in this case by adding trace CuCl2 to a 1,5-
pentanediol-based polyol synthesis.[67a] While the role of the
Cu salt was not discussed in their publication, it presumably
facilitates single-crystal seed formation through a similar
mechanism. Interestingly, they also showed that their Ag
nanocubes could grow in size to become truncated octahe-
drons (Figure 15c) and then octahedrons (Figure 15 d).
Although PVP was used in this synthesis, it seems unable to
reduce the surface energy of {100} facets below that of the
{111} facets and could be due to not enough PVP being
present during synthesis.

Besides PVP, the addition of Br� to a polyol synthesis can
also promote the formation of {100} facets and thus Ag
nanocubes (Figure 15 e).[110] Under the right conditions, Br�

can even induce anisotropic growth to transform Ag nano-
cubes into nanobars with rectangular cross-sections (Figur-
e 15 f).[63b] While the mechanism for such growth is not fully
understood, it is believed to be analogous to the case of Pd
nanobars in which Br� chemisorption and localized oxidative
etching are involved. The function of Br� in the synthesis of
Ag nanocrystals, however, is much more complicated than
that of Pd because Ag is much more chemically active. For
example, it has been observed that the addition of Br� to a
polyol synthesis of Ag can induce oxidative etching even
though Br� is less corrosive than Cl� . At high Br� concen-
trations (60 mm, Ag:Br 1700:1), all twinned seeds are
removed; however, decreasing the concentration of Br� by
50% removes only the most reactive multiply twinned seeds
from the solution. As a result, a mixture of single-crystal and
singly twinned seeds remain, which can grow into Ag
nanocubes and right bipyramids, respectively (Figure 16 a).[63a]

Figure 15. Electron microscopy images of single-crystal Ag nanocrys-
tals: a) cuboctahedrons prepared in ethylene glycol with PVP as a
capping agent (modified with permission from ref. [62], copyright 2004
American Chemical Society); b) nanocubes prepared in ethylene glycol
with PVP as a capping agent (modified with permission from
ref. [78a], copyright 2002 American Association for the Advancement
of Science); c) truncated octahedrons prepared in 1,5-pentanediol in
the presence of PVP and Cu2+ ions; d) octahedrons prepared in 1,5-
pentanediol in the presence of PVP and Cu2+ ions (modified with
permission from ref. [67a], copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH); e) nanocubes
prepared by a modified silver mirror reaction in the presence of Br�

with glucose as a reducing agent (modified with permission from
ref. [110b], copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); f) nanobars
prepared in ethylene glycol in the presence of PVP and Br� (modified
with permission from ref. [63b], copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society).
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Interestingly, the singly twinned seeds can also be induced
into anisotropic growth by doubling the AgNO3 concentra-
tion and reducing the reaction temperature, producing 1-D
Ag nanocrystals with a single twin plane running down their
long axes. These unique Ag nanocrystals have been referred
to as nanobeams (Figure 16 b).[69]

As with the singly twinned seeds, anisotropic growth of
decahedral Ag seeds can be induced to facilitate the
formation of 1-D nanocrystals such as nanorods and nano-
wires. In these cases, however, the resulting crystal will have a
pentagonal cross-section (Figure 16c).[111–113] Although early
work indicated that small nanoparticles of Pt or Ag were
needed to promote anisotropic growth,[111] recent studies have
shown that such seeds are not necessary at all. Only AgNO3,
ethylene glycol, and PVP are needed![70] PVP stabilizes the
{100} side faces of nanowires, and the internal twin defects of
the initial seeds induce the 1-D growth. In order to obtain

multiply twinned seeds (and thus nanowires) in high yields,
oxidative etching has to be blocked during the synthesis. This
requirement has been achieved in the Ag system by simply
bubbling an inert gas through the reaction solution[62] or
through the addition of redox active metal salts, for example,
FeII/FeIII or CuI/CuII, which increases the rate of Ag deposi-
tion relative to oxidation.[65,114]

Besides those structures built upon thermodynamically
favored Wulff polyhedrons, it is possible to switch to kineti-
cally favored structures. This condition can be met by slowing
down the generation of Ag atoms, just as in the Pd
system.[115–117] The resulting Ag crystals are plate-like, similar
to those prepared by Mirkin and co-workers in 2001 in which
Ag nanoparticles were photo- or thermally transformed into
nanoplates (Figure 16d) over a long period of time through an
Ostwald ripening mechanism.[98] To prepare Ag nanoplates by
slowing down reduction, a mild reducing agent such as HO-
terminated PVP, ascorbic acid, or glycylglycine is often used
(Figure 16 e).[59] Alternatively, the precursor reduction can be
slowed down by complexing the Ag+ ions with a strongly
coordinating polymer such as polyacrylamide (PAM) whose
amino groups can form complexes with Ag+ ions.[58b] Accord-
ing to the Nernst equation, the redox potential of the Ag+/Ag
pair should be greatly reduced due to formation of such a
complex, which can in turn greatly reduce the reduction rate
and favor the formation of nanoplates through kinetically
controlled growth.

Finally, Ag nanobelts (Figure 16 f) have been observed,
being prepared through a thermal transformation in a manner
similar to the early nanoplate work.[61b] The growth mecha-
nism responsible for this class of nanostructures remains
unresolved; however, the total free energy of a nanobelt
should be as high as that of a nanoplate due to the internal
strain caused by twinning and their generally large surface
areas. These properties imply that the nanobelts are kineti-
cally controlled products. It would be interesting to develop a
kinetically-controlled reduction route to such structures in
high yields.

5.3. Au

The synthesis of Au nanocrystals with well-defined shapes
appears to be one of the most popular subjects of research
over the past decade, as judged from the total number of
publications per year on this subject. This trend, in large part,
is due to the unique and often tunable properties of Au
nanocrystals that include LSPR, biocompatibility, and easy
surface modification. When combined together, Au nano-
crystals represent an ideal platform for chemical and biolog-
ical sensing as well as applications in nanomedicine. For
example, Au nanoparticles can readily adsorb protein mole-
cules onto their surfaces, causing a shift in the LSPR of the
nanoparticles.[13] When coated with specific antibodies, these
immuno-Au nanocrystals can be used to probe the presence
and position of antigens on cell surfaces as well as to
potentially deliver therapeutic agents selectively.[14] Most
recently, Au nanoparticles were discovered to display
unique catalytic properties for a variety of oxidation reac-

Figure 16. Electron microscopy images of Ag nanocrystals with twin
defects: a) singly twinned right bipyramids prepared in ethylene glycol
in the presence of PVP and Br� (modified with permission from
ref. [63a], copyright 2006 American Chemical Society); b) singly twin-
ned nanobeams prepared in ethylene glycol in the presence of PVP
and Br� (modified with permission from ref. [69], copyright 2006
American Chemical Society); c) five-fold twinned nanorods prepared in
ethylene glycol with PVP as a capping agent (modified with permission
from ref. [65], copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); d) nano-
plates prepared by light-induced conversion of Ag nanospheres (modi-
fied with permission from ref. [115a], copyright 2003 Nature Publishing
Group); e) nanoplates prepared in water with PVP as a reductant
(modified with permission from ref. [59a], copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH);
f) nanobelts formed by refluxing an aqueous dispersion of Ag colloids
(modified with permission from ref. [61b], copyright 2003 American
Chemical Society).
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tions; however, the performance of these Au catalysts is
highly dependent on the size of the nanocrystal.[118]

There have been many demonstrated methods for con-
trolling the shape of Au nanocrystals, and as with the Pd and
Ag systems, the selection of reductant, reaction conditions,
and stabilizer are all critical to forming a particular shape. As
expected, strong reducing agents, as typified by polyol
reduction, facilitate the synthesis of thermodynamically
favored polyhedral Au nanocrystals.[119] There are, however,
notable differences. For example, in contrast to the Ag and Pd
systems, the binding of PVP to Au does not appear sufficiently
strong to promote the formation of {100} facets and is
probably due to differences in surface reactivity. As a result,
single-crystal and multiply twinned Au nanocrystals enclosed
by {111} facets—octahedrons (Figure 17a), truncated tetra-
hedrons (Figure 17 b), icosahedrons (Figure 17c), and deca-
hedrons (Figure 17d)—predominate as compared to {100}

encased crystals that typify the Pd and Ag systems.[91, 120]

Interestingly, when Ag+ or Br� ions are present during
reaction, truncated (Figure 17e) or perfect Au nanocubes
(Figure 17 f) result.[91, 121]

As observed in the Pd and Ag systems, when the reduction
rate is substantially lowered, Au nanoplates will be produced,
and this kinetic control can be achieved by using a mild
reductant such as phenylenediamine, an extract from the
plant lemongrass (Cymbopogon flexuosus), PVP, or glucose.
Such kinetic control can also be achieved by performing the
synthesis at room temperature. The nanoplates usually have
hexagonal or triangular profiles (Figures 18 a and b).[59b, 122] Au
nanoplates may also be prepared by reducing the concen-
tration of Au precursor in a synthesis. In this case, the
concentration of the generated metal atoms is never high
enough to facilitate seeds favored by thermodynamics.
Instead, the Au atoms appear to aggregate into small clusters,
which then can agglomerate into larger nanocrystals.[123] As a
result of this aggregate assembly, twin defects or stacking
faults are introduced, which favor Au nanoplate formation.
Finally, as in the Ag case, photo-induced Ostwald ripening of
Au nanoparticles results in Au nanoplates.[124] Yet, no matter
which method is used, the resulting Au nanoplates have a
hexagonal or triangular cross-section depending on the
reaction rate and/or time.[125] As a special case of plate-like
morphology, Au nanobelts have also been prepared. In one
example, HAuCl4 was reduced with ascorbic acid in a mixed
surfactant system containing sodium dodecylsulfonate
(SDSn) and CTAB.[126] The reaction was performed below
room temperature to ensure sufficiently slow reduction, while

Figure 17. Electron microscopy images of Au nanocrystals: a) octahe-
drons prepared with PVP as a capping agent in polyethylene glycol 600
(PEG 600) (modified with permission from ref. [120b], copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH); b) truncated tetrahedrons prepared with PVP as a capping
agent in tetraethylene glycol (modified with permission from
ref. [120e], copyright 2008 American Chemical Society); c) icosahe-
drons prepared in ethylene glycol with a low concentration of Au
precursor (modified with permission from ref. [91], copyright 2004
Wiley-VCH); d) decahedrons prepared in diethylene glycol with a high
concentration of PVP (modified with permission from ref. [120e],
copyright 2008 American Chemical Society); e) truncated nanocubes
prepared in 1,5-pentanediol in the presence of Ag+ ions with PVP as a
capping agent; f) nanocubes prepared in 1,5-pentanediol in the
presence of Ag+ ions with PVP as a capping agent (modified with
permission from ref. [121b], copyright 2006 American Chemical Soci-
ety).

Figure 18. Electron microscopy images of anisotropic Au nanocrystals:
a) hexagonal nanoplates prepared with ortho-phenylenediamine as a
reductant (modified with permission from ref. [122b], copyright 2004
Wiley-VCH); b) triangular nanoplates prepared with Sargassum sp. as a
reductant (modified with permission from ref. [122i], copyright 2005
American Chemical Society); c) nanobelts prepared with ascorbic acid
as a reducing agent and SDSn and CTAB as surfactants (modified with
permission from ref. [126], copyright 2008 American Chemical Soci-
ety); d) five-fold twinned nanorods prepared by a seeding process with
CTAB as a capping agent (modified with permission from ref. [79a],
copyright 2001 American Chemical Society).
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the belt-like morphology was attributed to a cooperative
effect between the mixed surfactants (Figure 18c). With
glucose as a reductant, Au nanobelts have also been prepared
under sonication.[127]

While the preceding paragraphs reiterate the importance
of reduction kinetics for shape control, seeded growth, as
pioneered by the Murphy group, has proven to be extremely
powerful in the Au system.[79, 128] In this method, small Au
nanoparticles are first prepared by fast reduction with a
strong reducing agent. These seeds are then used to initiate
further nanocrystal growth when additional precursor is
added and then slowly reduced in the presence of a surfactant
or polymeric stabilizer. Most commonly, HAuCl4 is reduced
with ascorbic acid in the presence of citrate-capped twinned
Au seeds and CTAB to produce anisotropic Au nanorods and
nanowires. These 1-D nanostructures have a pentagonal
cross-section with end surfaces being terminated by {111}
facets; the side surfaces are poorly defined but are enclosed
by either {100} or {110} facets, or both (Figure 18d).[129]

Interestingly, when CTAB-capped single-crystal seeds are
used and Ag+ ions are added to the synthesis, 1-D single-
crystal nanorods enclosed by {110} side facets and {100} end
facets were observed (Figure 19 a).[128,130] In this case, the Ag+

is thought to be reduced preferentially on the {110} facets due
to an underpotential deposition process. Strong CTAB bind-
ing to the deposited Ag via Br� can then prevent Au
deposition to the {110} faces, resulting in anisotropic growth.
Besides Br� and Ag+ ions, the concentrations of Au seeds and
Au precursor can be manipulated to tune the nanocrystal
shape. For example, when the concentration of seeds relative

to Au atoms is low, overgrowth of Au nanocrystals is
possible.[121, 131] For Au nanocrystals with truncated cubic or
octahedral shape, such overgrowth can lead to the formation
of branched structures, including monopods, multipods (Fig-
ure 19b), and flower-like structures.[131a,b,f] For Au nanorods,
such overgrowth leads to dog bone (Figure 19c), dumbbell
(Figure 19 d), and bipyramid nanostructures.[131c–e]

As a variant of these seeded growth methods, Yang and
co-workers extended their heteroepitaxial method to prepare
Au nanorods.[94a] In this example, single-crystal Pt nanocubes
were used to seed Au nanocrystal growth. In contrast to their
Pt/Pd work discussed in Section 5.1, the lattice mismatch
between Pt and Au is much greater (4.08 % mismatch versus
0.77% for Pt/Pd), giving rise to non-conformal growth. As a
result, Au nanorods with incorporated Pt nanocubes are
produced in high yield.[94a]

Besides these seeding methods, single-crystal Au nano-
rods and nanowires can be synthesized by electrochemical[96]

and photochemical methods.[132] Interestingly, in both cases,
Br� is necessary. In the seeded growth of Au nanorods, Br� is
also present, originating from the CTAB. It has been
speculated that CTAB might form micelles to induce and
direct 1-D growth; however, a recent study revealed that the
organic tail of CTAB was not necessary for Au nanorod
formation.[64d] These observations, in combination with the
examples of 1-D growth in the Pd and Ag systems, suggest
that Br� might be more critical to 1-D growth than the alkyl
chain of CTAB. Besides Au rods and wires, polyhedral Au
nanocrystals including decahedrons, cubes, and octahedrons
have been prepared using seeded growth processes.[133]

As an interesting example of 1-D Au nanocrystal growth,
very recently, we and others reported the synthesis of
ultrathin Au nanowires with diameters < 2 nm.[134] These
structures formed through a unique growth process in which a
polymeric strand of oleylamine–AuCl complex is first formed
through aurophilic interaction when mixing AuCl and olyel-
amine in hexane.[134a] The resulting complex can best be
described as a linear chain composed of a AuI···AuI backbone
that is surrounded by oleylamines (Figure 20a). By slowly
reducing the strands, with the aid of Ag nanoparticles,
ultrathin Au nanowires are produced (Figure 20 b). Interest-
ingly, a HRTEM study reveals that these wires grow along the
< 111> direction, which is likely due to their unique growth
mechanism (Figure 20c).

5.4. Pt

Platinum is an extremely valuable metal due to its
exceptional and unique properties as a catalyst for CO
oxidation in catalytic converters, the H2/O2 reaction in fuel
cells, nitric acid production, and petroleum cracking, among
others.[7c] It can also be used as a stable electrode material. As
Pt is particularly expensive, there is a real incentive to reduce
the amount of Pt required in processes where it is essential. To
this goal, much research has been devoted to size reduction of
Pt catalysts so to maximize the surface area. Researchers also
have emphasized the improved selectivity of Pt nanocatalysts
to which the exposure of crystal facets more intrinsically

Figure 19. Electron microscopy images of various Au nanocrystals
prepared by a seeding process: a) nanorods prepared in the presence
of Au seeds and Ag+ ions and with CTAB as a capping agent (modified
with permission from ref. [128d], copyright 2005 American Chemical
Society); b) multipods formed through an overgrowth mechanism
(modified with permission from ref. [131a], copyright 2004 American
Chemical Society); c) dog bone-shaped nanocrystals formed through
an overgrowth mechanism (modified with permission from ref. [128d],
copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); d) dumbbell-shaped nano-
crystals formed through an overgrowth mechanism (modified with
permission from ref. [131c], copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH).
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active for a particular process would be beneficial. In these
ways, the shape-controlled synthesis of Pt nanocataysts would
be very beneficial.

In contrast to the Pd, Ag, and Au cases, twinned structures
of Pt rarely form.[135] This probably arises from the high
internal strain energy associated with Pt twinned crystals.[136]

Since the first publication of Pt cubes, tetrahedrons, and
truncated octahedrons by the El-Sayed group in 1996, much
effort has been devoted to the synthesis that involves the
reduction of K2PtCl4 by H2 in the presence of sodium
polyacrylate as a capping agent.[95,137] It was observed that
the Pt tetrahedrons produced initially evolved into truncated
octahedrons and eventually cubes through the deposition of
Pt atoms on the exposed {111} facets.[58b] This selective atomic
addition to {111} facets seems to be related to the different
capping abilities at various facets.[58b] The concentration of the
capping agent has also been shown to influence this evolution
in shape.[95] In related work, Pt nanocubes (Figure 21a) and
cuboctahedrons (Figure 21 b) were prepared by reducing
K2PtCl4 with H2 generated in situ from NaBH4 decomposi-
tion. In these studies, tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(TTAB) was used as a surfactant. Interestingly, switching to a
milder reducing agent, ascorbic acid, led to the formation of
Pt nanodendrites (Figure 21c).

More recently, the polyol reduction method was used to
synthesize Pt nanocrystals in the presence of PVP and Ag+ as
an ionic mediator.[138] In these studies, it was found that, just as
in the seeded growth of Au nanorods, the addition of Ag+ can

affect the final nanocrystal shape. Again, Ag+ enhances
crystal growth along the h100i axis, but in this case facilitating
the formation of Pt octahedrons. Like the case of Au,
overgrowth on truncated octahedrons of Pt can lead to the
formation of branched structures. This phenomenon has only
been observed at a low concentration of seeds and high
concentration of Pt atoms. To meet these criteria, two
strategies have been employed. In the first system, oxidative
etching by FeIII species was coupled to a polyol reduction
process to keep the initial concentration of Pt seeds extremely
low.[135b] Then, by continuously bubbling N2 through the
reaction, oxidative etching was blocked so that a high
concentration of Pt atoms could be generated and persist.
In this way, Pt cuboctahedral seeds could grow into tetrapods
through the overgrowth on their {111} corners (Figure 21 d).
The second system relied on reduction with H2, and a high
concentration of Pt precursor was used to ensure the

Figure 20. a) Formation of a polymeric strand of oleylamine–AuCl
complex; b) TEM image of ultrathin Au nanowires with an average
diameter of 1.8 nm obtained by reducing the oleylamine–AuCl complex
with 10 nm Ag nanoparticles in hexane; c) HRTEM image showing
h111i growth direction for most of the nanowires (modified with
permission from ref. [134a], copyright 2008 American Chemical Soci-
ety).

Figure 21. Electron microscopy images of Pt nanocrystals with different
shapes: a) nanocubes prepared in the presence of TTAB with a high
concentration of NaBH4; b) cuboctahedrons prepared in the presence
of TTAB with a low concentration of NaBH4 (modified with permission
from ref. [144a], copyright 2007 American Chemical Society); c) nano-
dendrites prepared with ascorbic acid as a reducing agent (modified
with permission from ref. [143b], copyright 2004 American Chemical
Society); d) tetrapods prepared by a polyol process using FeIII species
to reduce the number of seeds at the nucleation stage (modified with
permission from ref. [135b], copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH); e) nanowires
prepared by a polyol process using FeIII species to slow down the
reduction (modified with permission from ref. [135a], copyright 2004
American Chemical Society); f) nanowire network prepared in a two-
phase water–chloroform system in the presence of CTAB with NaBH4

as a reducing agent (modified with permission from ref. [144b],
copyright 2007 American Chemical Society).
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necessary overgrowth.[139] Since these initial reports, a number
of related methods have been used to synthesize branched Pt
nanostructures, including the very recent demonstration by
El-Sayed and co-workers who used tetrahedral Pt seeds to
grow single-crystal star-like Pt nanostructures with up to
thirty arms.[140]

Single-crystal Pt nanowires can be obtained under the
same conditions as in the aforementioned polyol synthesis for
Pt tetrapods; however, the reaction must be conducted in air,
not N2 (Figure 21e).[135a] In this case, precursor reduction is
kept slow for the entire reaction. An HRTEM study of these
Pt nanowires revealed that they grow along the h111i axis, just
like the ultrathin Au nanowires formed by reduction of
oleylamine–AuCl complexes. The mechanism for Pt nanowire
growth along the h111i axis remains mysterious, although
autocatalytic nucleation might be involved.[35] Mainly, with
such slow reduction, the concentration of Pt atoms in the
solution could be too low to form nuclei. Instead, two Pt
precursor complexes (i.e., [PtCl4]

2� or its water-substituted
form [PtCl2(H2O)2]) might form a dimer as described in
Section 2.1, on which more Pt complexes could be attached to
form a long-chain complex. After reduction, this long chain
would be converted into a Pt nanowire. Due to this unique
mechanism, the growth direction might be different from that
of Au and Pd nanorods. Interestingly, Pt nanorods and
nanowires with this same structure have been grown on a
number of different supports including silica/polymer beads,
metal gauzes, ceramic nanofibers, and silicon wafers, which
should facilitate their application in catalysis.[141] In addition,
Pt nanorods and nanowires have been synthesized using a g-
irradiation method[142] and a Pd-seeding process,[141a] respec-
tively. Finally, in related work, interconnected Pt nanowires
were synthesized in a two-phase water–chloroform system
containing CTAB. Pt precursor reduction and nanocrystal
growth were confined within a worm-like micellular network
formed within droplets of chloroform, and this confinement
was thought to contribute to the unique shape (see Fig-
ure 21 f).[143,144]

Besides the conventional nanocrystals, unconventional Pt
nanocrystals covered by high-index facets have been pre-
pared. In principle, the possible unconventional shapes
include: tetrahexahedron covered by {hk0}, trapezohedron
by {hkk}, trisoctahedron by {hhl}, and hexoctahedron by {hkl}
(h> k> l). For example, the tetrahexahedron (THH) with Oh

symmetry is bound by 24 high-index planes of {hk0}, which
can be considered as a cube with each face capped by a
square-based pyramid. In general, it has been a grand
challenge to synthesize these types of nanocrystals because
of their high surface energies. Recently, a breakthrough in the
synthesis of such nanocrystals was achieved by putting a
square wave potential (a pulse sequence that alternates
between reducing and oxidizing potentials at a rate of 10 Hz)
on 750 nm polycrystalline Pt spheres (deposited on a sub-
strate of glassy carbon) in the presence of ascorbic acid and
sulfuric acid (Figure 22).[145] The resulting THH nanocrystals
were enclosed by {730}, {210}, and/or {520} facets, as revealed
by HRTEM. In this system, the adsorption and desorption of
oxygen on Pt induced by the square wave potential was
responsible for this unconventional shape, emphasizing the

significance surface capping by gaseous species may play in
directing or controlling the shape of a nanocrystal. As high-
index facets contain many dangling bonds and atomic steps,
surface Pt atoms can easily form Pt�O bonds so to protect
such facets. In contrast, {111} and {100} facets are so compact
that oxygen has to diffuse into and out of the lattice. As a
result, these ordered surface structures would be
destroyed.[146]

While many Pt nanocrystals of controlled-shapes have
been demonstrated, as the previous examples illustrate, there
is a general preference for Pt to adopt shapes based on single-
crystal seeds. In fact, it has proven extremely difficult to
achieve Pt plate-like structures through the strategy based
upon kinetic control. For example, when we employed PVP as
a mild reducing agent just as in the Ag and Pd nanoplate
syntheses, only 15 % of the product consisted of plate
structures and they all were quite small (edges < 10 nm).[59b]

This observation was attributed to the higher internal strain
expected for Pt twinned structures. Very recently, however,
we have demonstrated that Pt nanoplates with large lateral
dimensions (edges > 50 nm) could be obtained by using Pd
nanoplates as seeds for heteroepitaxial deposition of Pt (see
Figure 12 in Section 4.4).[94c] In this approach, the Pd nano-
plates were synthesized by reducing a Na2PdCl4 precursor
with PVP as a reductant (as discussed in Section 5.1), which
then served as seeds for the nucleation of Pt atoms formed by
reducing H2PtCl6 with citric acid. The product consists of the
core being a hexagonal or triangular Pd nanoplate and the
shell being made of a thin, uniform Pt shell, demonstrating the
layer-by-layer epitaxial growth of Pt on Pd surface. The close
lattice match between Pd and Pt and the low reduction rate
associated with the mild reducing power of citric acid are
instrumental in achieving the conformal epitaxial growth of Pt
shells on Pd nanoplates.

Figure 22. a) Electrochemical preparation of Pt tetrahexahedrons
(THHs) from nanospheres: under the influence of the square-wave
potential, Pt THHs can nucleate and grow at the expense of spherical
particles; b) low-magnification SEM image of the Pt THHs; c, d) high-
magnification SEM images of a Pt THH along different orientations,
clearly showing the shape of the THH; e) geometrical model of an
ideal THH; f) high-magnification SEM image of a Pt THH, showing
the imperfect vertices as a result of unequally sized neighboring facets
(modified with permission from ref. [145], copyright 2007 American
Association for the Advancement of Science).
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As an interesting variant of the plate-like morphology,
Yang and co-workers reported the synthesis of planar Pt
tripods (Figure 23) from Pt seeds containing a single twin in
the (111) plane (the same defect structure that characterizes
the Ag and Pd nanoplates).[147–149] In this work, Pt(acac)2 was
reduced in the presence of adamantanecarboxylic acid,
hexadecylamine, and various 1,2-alkanediols. A detailed
electron microscopy study revealed preferential nucleation
and growth from activated trough sites present on the twinned
seed. In addition to the planar tripod structures, mono-, bi-
and various 3-D multipods of Pt could be formed, with their
structures being attributed to the twin structures of the
various seed crystals (Figure 23).

5.5. Cu

Similar to Ag and Au, Cu nanocrystals can take most of
the shapes that have been observed for Pd.[150–158] Due to its
high reactivity, however, a strong reducing agent such as N2H4

needs to be used in combination with an elevated reaction
temperature to reduce a typical precursor (e.g., cupric sulfate,
nitrate, or acetate) to Cu atoms. In addition, the synthesis has
to be performed under the protection of an inert gas such as
Ar or N2 to avoid oxidation of the Cu nanocrystals by the O2

in air. These complications are probably the primary reasons
why solution-phase syntheses of Cu nanocrystals have not
been widely explored despite the technological advances
(e.g., as catalysts for water-gas shift[159] and gas detoxification
reactions)[160] that could potentially benefit from Cu nano-
crystals having controllable shapes.

In addition to the less interesting, irregular shapes, Cu
nanocrystals may adopt nanocube or five-fold twinned nano-

rod structures. For example, Cu nanocubes of 100� 25 nm in
edge length have been reported from a modified polyol
process, in which CuSO4 was reduced with ascorbic acid in the
presence of PVP as a capping agent.[151a] In this synthesis, the
authors propose that the PVP was responsible for the
termination of Cu nanocubes with {100} facets; however, it
is worth pointing out that we recently tried this synthesis and
only obtained Cu2O nanocubes, not Cu nanocubes.[151b]

Alternatively, hydrazine has been used to reduce CuCl2

dispersed in aqueous media containing dodecyl benzene
sulfonic acid sodium (DBS) as a capping agent.[151c] In this
case, Cu nanocubes of 50� 6 nm in edge length were
reported. Strange enough, the authors provide an electron
diffraction pattern taken along the < 111> direction, rather
than the most convenient h100i direction. The yellow color
described in this paper is also indicative of Cu2O, rather than
Cu. In a third report, Cu nanocubes of 75–250 nm in size were
prepared using a seed-mediated growth process in which no
capping agent was involved.[151d] Again, the results described
in this report need to be double checked and confirmed. We
have a strong feeling that the synthesis of Cu nanocubes has
yet to be achieved in spite of the claims in the literature.

Regarding the synthesis of five-fold twinned nanorods,
three solution-phase methods have been reported so far. In
the first method, Pileni and co-workers used hydrazine to
reduce copper(II) bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate, Cu-
(AOT)2, in a mixture of isooctane and water.[152a] By adjusting
the percentage of water to achieve an interconnected network
of cylinders, the yield of Cu nanorods could reach 38%, while
other particles were MTPs (Figure 24a). The second system
used octyl ether as the solvent while 1,2-hexadecanediol was
used to reduce Cu(acac)2 at temperatures higher than 190 8C.
Oleic acid and oleyl amine served as capping agents.[152b] The
growth of rod structures was attributed to an interplay

Figure 23. Pt nanocrystals formed from seeds with different numbers
of twin planes: a) zero, b) single, c) five, and d) multiple. Twin planes
are delineated with red lines. Scale bars are 20 nm if not labeled in the
images (modified with permission from ref. [149], copyright 2007
American Chemical Society).

Figure 24. a) TEM image of five-fold twinned Cu nanorods prepared by
reducing copper(II) bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (Cu(AOT)2) with
hydrazine in a mixture of isooctane and water (modified with permis-
sion from ref. [152a], copyright 1997 American Chemical Society).
b) SEM image of Cu nanowires with a circular cross-section prepared
by reducing Cu(NO3)2 with hydrazine in the presence of sodium
hydroxide and ethylenediamine.[158]
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between the two capping agents; however, tight control over
the product shape distribution was never achieved with this
system. Finally, the third method was based upon polyol
reduction in which ethylene glycol served as both the solvent
and source of reductant. PVP was used as a capping agent,
just as in the synthesis of Ag nanowires.[152c] Although no
detailed mechanism was proposed for the growth of these
nanorods, they should evolve from multiple twinned seeds,
just like the cases of other noble metals.[153] This hypothesis is
supported by mechanistic studies conducted in the vapor
phase, where pentagonal Cu nanowires were grown on solid
supports using an MOCVD method.[154]

In addition to cubic and rod-like nanocrystals, Cu nano-
plates have also been reported.[155] As with the previously
discussed metals, the formation of Cu nanoplates requires
extremely slow reduction. In one case, Cu(CH3CO2)2 was
reduced by hydrazine in acetonitrile at 80 8C under an inert
atmosphere.[155a] The hexagonal plates were ca. 27 nm in
dimension (from edge to edge) and displayed an LSPR peak
around 575 nm. In another demonstration, an aqueous
solution of [Cu(CN)2]

� was exposed to g-irradiation to
produce Cu nanoplates encased by the expected {111} top
and bottom facets.[155b] It should be pointed out that there are
many publications reporting the synthesis of Cu nanocrystals;
however, most of these studies do not provide detailed
structural characterization of the products so it is difficult to
address mechanistic issues.[156] Many of them also seem to be
limited in value in terms of shape control. However, we did
come across a remarkably simple procedure for generating
Cu nanowires with an unusual, circular cross-section.[157] In a
typical synthesis, aqueous Cu(NO3)2 and NaOH solutions
were mixed to form Cu(OH)2 precipitates, followed by the
addition of ethylenediamine (EDA, a coordination ligand for
Cu2+) and hydrazine (a reductant). After heating in a water
bath at 60 8C for 15 min, Cu nanowires of 90–120 nm in
diameter were formed in high yields. We have been able to
reproduce this work in our own laboratory (Figure 24b).[158]

These Cu nanowires could be further employed as a sacrificial
template to generate Au, Pd, and Pt nanotubes through a
galvanic replacement reaction.

5.6. Rh, Ir, and Ru

These three metals are prominent catalysts for a broad
range of industrial applications that include petroleum
refining processes and the Monsanto acetic acid process.[161]

They are also commonly used as catalysts for the hydro-
genation of unsaturated compounds.[162] It is expected that
controlling the shape of their nanocrystals will provide a great
opportunity to maximize their performances in these appli-
cations. However, attempts to synthetically and systematically
control their shapes have met with limited success.[64c,163–166] So
far, Rh is the most successful among these three metals, with
nanocubes, tetrahedrons, nanobars, and multipods having
been obtained, in addition to other irregular shapes. Of these
shapes, Rh nanocubes and multipods are probably the most
well-known, being first prepared by Tilley and co-workers
using a polyol process to reduce RhCl3 in the presence of

PVP.[164a] As shown in Figures 25 a and b, Rh nanocubes and
multipods could be selectively obtained at 190 8C and 140 8C,
respectively. Intermediate structures were obtained in

between those temperatures (Figures 25 a and b). Similar to
the synthesis of other metal multipods, it is believed that these
Rh multipods also arise from the overgrowth of cubic or
octahedral seeds. By keeping the reaction temperature low,
the number of seeds formed in solution could be kept
extremely low, while simultaneously allowing the concentra-
tion of Rh atoms to increase with time. These conditions
appear ideal for overgrowth along the h111i direction and
therefore multipods are produced. Increasing the temper-
ature limits overgrowth as more seeds are formed in the
nucleation stage. As a result, single-crystal Rh nanocubes are
produced, as facilitated by PVP capping. In a recent study, it
was demonstrated that Rh nanocrystals of different shapes
could be obtained at the same temperature (120 8C) by
varying the rate at which the RhCl3 precursor was added to a
seeded growth process.[164b,c] Son and co-workers have con-
sidered a thermal decomposition route to Rh nanocrystals in
which various Rh-containing organometallic compounds
were decomposed in oleylamine.[164d] Interestingly, different
shapes evolved from different precursors. For example, Rh
tetrahedrons (Figure 25 c) were produced from [Rh2(CO)4Cl2]
at 190 8C. Yet, Rh nanorods (Figure 25d) were obtained when
[Rh(C5H8O2)3] was used as the precursor. While the mech-
anistic details from these systems still need to be elucidated, it
is believed that both the decomposition rate and capping
properties of the released organic byproducts play important
roles in determining the final shape of the nanocrystals.

Figure 25. TEM images of Rh nanocrystals with different shapes:
a) nanocubes prepared by a polyol process at 190 8C (modified with
permission from ref. [164a], copyright 2005 American Chemical Soci-
ety); b) multipods prepared by a polyol process at 140 8C (modified
with permission from ref. [64c], copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH); c) tetrahe-
drons prepared through the decomposition of [Rh2(CO)4Cl2] ; d) nano-
rods prepared through the decomposition of [Rh(C5H8O2)3] (modified
with permission from ref. [164d], copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH).
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In contrast to Rh, the shape-controlled synthesis of Ir and
Ru nanocrystals remains a grand challenge. To date, the most
uniform and best-defined shape for Ir is single-crystal quasi-
nanospheres, prepared by reducing [Ir(methylcyclopenta-
dienyl)(1,5-cyclooctadiene)] with hexadecanediol in dioctyl
ether in the presence of oleic acid and oleylamine as capping
agents.[165e] For Ru, the products prepared from both polyol
reduction and aqueous systems do not have well-defined
shapes.[166] It is anticipated that shape control can be achieved
for these metals by taking advantage of the mechanistic
understanding and protocols established for the Pd, Ag, Au,
and Pt systems.

5.7. Fe, Co, and Ni

Iron, cobalt, and nickel are best known for their ferro-
magnetic properties.[167] Much effort has been devoted to the
synthesis of their nanocrystals so that the magnetic moment of
the entire nanocrystal can be made to align when a magnetic
field is applied. Their synthesis is also of interest because of
their potential superparamagnetism.[6] Various precursors
either have been decomposed or reduced in aqueous or
organic media so to prepare nanocrystals of these metals. As
with the previously discussed metals, the shape of the
resultant nanocrystals can be controlled by adjusting precur-
sor concentration and reduction/decomposition rates as well
as through the selection of specific capping agents. Often,
however, the solvents and precursors used for these systems
differ drastically from those used to prepare Pd, Ag, Pt, and
Au nanocrystals, making direct comparisons difficult. It is also
worth noting that the resultant nanocrystals tend to be
covered by their native oxides because Fe, Co, and Ni are
easily oxidized even in well-controlled inert environments.

For the synthesis of Fe nanocrystals, iron pentacarbonyl,
[Fe(CO)5], is commonly used as a precursor,[168] with simple
Fe nanoparticles being reported as early as 1979 from the
thermal decomposition of [Fe(CO)5]. Since this initial report,
a number of similar approaches have been developed to
produce Fe nanocrystals with sizes in the range of 2–20 nm
(Figure 26 a).[168f] In a special case, 2 nm body-centered cubic
(bcc) a-Fe nanoparticles were transformed into nanorods.
This transformation was achieved by refluxing the particles in
pyridine with the assistance of didodecyldimethylammonium
bromide (DDAB). While the exact mechanism responsible
for this transformation remains elusive, the irreversible
binding of DDAB to the central region of growing nano-
particles is believed to play a vital role. Besides [Fe(CO)5],
[Fe{N(SiMe3)2}2] has proven to be a good precursor for
generating Fe nanoparticles.[169a] Iron nanocubes of ca. 7 nm in
size have been prepared through the decomposition of
[Fe{N(SiMe3)2}2] with hexadecylamine (HDA) and oleic
acid or hexadecylammonium chloride (HDAC) as capping
agents in mesitylene at 150 8C (Figure 26 b). Most recently, an
FeII–oleate complex has been used as a precursor for Fe
nanocubes with edge lengths of ca. 20 nm.[169b] In addition to
the thermal decomposition of organometallic compounds, Fe
nanocrystals can be prepared by reduction of Fe-containing
salts, although extreme care must be taken to exclude

oxygen.[170] Using this approach, the synthesis of Fe nanowires
was also reported; in this case the anisotropic growth was
attributed to the introduction of 1,10-phenanthroline as a
coordinating ligand.

Unlike Fe, Co can crystallize in hexagonal close packed
(hcp)-, fcc-, or e-phase.[171] As a result, initial work on
preparing Co nanocrystals emphasized phase control, not
shape control. In particular, the e-phase is a cubic phase with
the space group of p4132, which appears to be metastable
under normal conditions but very sensitive to the reaction
conditions.[171c] It can be completely transformed into the fcc-
phase when heated to 500 8C. For example, Sun and Murray
developed a solution-based route to e-Co nanoparticles in
which superhydride (LiBEt3H) solution is injected into an
octyl ether solution containing CoCl2 at 200 8C with oleic acid
and trialkylphosphine as the capping agents (Figure 26 c).[171b]

Raising the reaction temperature to 300 8C facilitated the

Figure 26. Electron microscopy images of Fe, Co, and Ni nanocrystals
with different shapes: a) a-Fe nanoparticles prepared by thermal
decomposition of [Fe(CO)5] (modified with permission from
ref. [168f ], copyright 2005 American Chemical Society); b) Fe nano-
cubes prepared by thermal decomposition of [Fe{N(SiMe3)2}2] (modi-
fied with permission from ref. [169a], copyright 2004 American Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science); c) e-Co nanoparticles prepared
by reducing CoCl2 with LiBEt3H (modified with permission from
ref. [171b], copyright 1999 American Institute of Physics); d) hcp-Co
nanodisks prepared by rapid decomposition of [Co2(CO)8] (modified
with permission from ref. [171h], copyright 2002 American Chemical
Society); e) hcp-Co nanorods prepared by decomposition of [Co(h3-
C8H13)(h

4-C8H12)] (modified with permission from ref. [173b], copyright
2003 Wiley-VCH); f) fcc-Ni nanoplates prepared by decomposition of
[Ni(cod)2] in the presence of [Fe(CO)5] (modified with permission from
ref. [176], copyright 2006 Institute of Physics Publishing).
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formation of hcp-Co nanoparticles. Besides the reduction of
CoCl2, monodispersed Co nanoparticles in the e-phase were
synthesized through the rapid pyrolysis of [Co2(CO)8] in the
presence of a mixture of surfactants that consisted of oleic
acid, lauric acid, and TOP.[172]

From this early work, it became apparent that the reaction
temperature was the critical parameter to controlling the
phase of Co nanoparticles produced. In the literature,
however, all the examples of non-spherical Co nanocrystals
involve hcp-Co as the major product. For example, Alivisatos
and co-workers prepared hcp-Co nanodisks through the rapid
decomposition of [Co2(CO)8] in the presence of linear
alkylamines (Figure 26 d).[171h] In this case, the observed
plate-like morphology cannot be attributed to kinetically
controlled synthetic conditions. Rather, the amino group of
the alkylamine is thought to inhibit the growth of {001} faces
on Co nanocrystals, thus facilitating the disc-like shape.
Decomposition of [Co(h3-C8H13)(h4-C8H12)] under H2 in
anisole has been used to generate hcp-Co nanorods (Fig-
ure 26e).[173] Interestingly, this reaction was performed in the
presence of oleic acid and a number of different long-chain
alkyl amines and simply changing the length of the alkyl chain
was found to affect the dimensions of the final nanorods.
Finally, Wang and co-workers generated polyhedral Co
nanocrystals by modifying the method pioneered by Sun
and Murray.[171d] From their synthesis, a mixture of shapes—
cubic-like, hexagonal-like, and cubic—were observed.
Detailed high resolution TEM analysis revealed that these
polyhedron had {221} and {310} facets.

Ni nanocrystals with an fcc-phase also have received much
attention for their magnetic properties.[174–177] A typical
procedure for synthesizing Ni nanocrystals is to use [Ni(cod)2]
(cod = 1,5-cyclooctadiene) as a precursor, which decomposes
at temperatures as low as 60 8C. A number of different
capping agents (e.g., HAD or TOPO) and solvent systems
have been considered.[174] Usually such products need to be
protected from oxidation by purging the reaction solution
with H2. From this work, a high-yield synthesis of Ni nanorods
has been reported, with growth along the h111i direction.
Nanoparticles can also be prepared by the reduction of Ni-
containing salts in the presence of capping agents, although so
far there are few examples of non-spherical shapes.[175] As an
exception, hexagonal and triangular Ni nanoplates (Fig-
ure 26 f) were recently prepared.[176] In this synthesis,
[Fe(CO)5] was added and found to slow down the reduction
of Ni-formate. Since Ni is an fcc metal, it is believed that this
slow reduction process is responsible for the plate-like
morphology that typifies kinetically controlled syntheses.

5.8. Metals with Low Melting Points

Metals with melting points below 400 8C (e.g., Bi, Cd, In,
Pb, Sb, and Sn) tend to form nanocrystals with a spherical
shape if the syntheses are performed at temperatures close to
their melting points.[178,179] When the reaction temperatures
are kept significantly below their melting points, the nano-
crystals can also take a variety of non-spherical shapes. It is
worth pointing out that the strategies or mechanisms dis-

cussed in Sections 2–4 for shape control may not be
applicable to these metals because, with the exception of
Pb, none of them crystallize in the fcc lattice: Bi (rhombohe-
dral), Cd (hexagonal), In (tetragonal), Sb (rhombohedral),
and Sn (tetragonal).

Among these metals, Bi and Pb are the most widely
studied due to their thermoelectric and superconducting
properties, respectively. Similar to the noble metals, a typical
synthesis begins with the decomposition or reduction of a
precursor compound, forming nuclei which then grow into
nanocrystals. For those nanocrystals prepared by a thermal
decomposition method, often the reaction temperature has to
be kept above the melting point of the metal. Consequently,
the “nanocrystals” remain in a liquid state throughout the
entire synthesis and assume a spherical shape so to minimize
their surface area and thus the total interfacial free energy.
When the reaction is quenched (typically by pouring the hot
mixture into a cold bath), the liquid “nanocrystals” solidify
into nanospheres with smooth surfaces. Figure 27a shows a
typical sample of Bi nanospheres synthesized using this
approach.[178d]

In addition to the decomposition of a compound or
reduction of a salt precursor, nanocrystals of low-melting
metals can be prepared by directly breaking large droplets of
the molten metals under a shear force.[178a] In general, when a
liquid filament is dispersed in another liquid, it may experi-
ence Rayleigh instability and become undulated with a finite
wavelength.[180] The fastest-growing wavelength of the undu-
lation is dependent on the diameter of the filament, the
viscosities of the two liquids, and their interfacial energies.[181]

As the instability proceeds, the amplitude of the wave will
increase, and the filament will break into small droplets. By
this mechanism, large drops of a molten metal can be

Figure 27. Electron microscopy images of Bi nanocrystals with different
shapes: a) nanospheres prepared using a microemulsion-based
approach (modified with permission from ref. [178a], copyright 2006
Wiley-VCH); b) nanocubes, c) triangular nanoplates, and d) nanobelts
prepared through hydrothermal routes (modified with permission from
ref. [183e], copyright 2006 American Chemical Society).
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elongated and broken into small, uniform droplets. These
small liquid droplets can then be transformed into nano-
crystals with a spherical shape when the sample is quenched.

Non-spherical nanocrystals of Bi have been prepared by a
number of methods including hydrothermal reactions, g-
irradiation, and microwave treatments.[182–185] Among these
methods, the hydrothermal route seems to be the most
productive as it has generated Bi nanocubes, triangular
nanoplates, and nanowires (Figures 27b–d). From this work,
it was found that adjusting the concentration of capping agent
during a synthesis can change the shape of the Bi nano-
crystals; however, the hydrothermal process itself is inher-
ently complex and a systematic study of the mechanisms
behind the various shapes is difficult due to the use of an
autoclave.

At temperatures below the melting point, Pb nanowires
with rectangular cross-sections have been synthesized by
decomposing lead acetate in ethylene glycol in the presence
of PVP (Figure 28a).[186] Although Pb has an fcc crystal
structure, the growth of Pb nanowires occurs through a
mechanism different from other fcc metals, probably owing to
its low melting point. The growth mechanism for Pb nano-
wires is more or less similar to the solution–liquid–solid (SLS)
model which was originally developed for generating single-
crystal semiconductor nanowires in the solution phase
(Figure 28 b).[187] As shown in Figure 28c, each Pb nanowire
is composed of three segments: root, stem, and tip. In the
initial stage of reaction, Pb atoms produced from the
decomposition of lead acetate condense into nanoscale
droplets, after which some grow and evolve into micro-
meter-sized crystals. The micrometer-sized crystal can func-
tion as the root to initiate the nucleation and growth of a
nanowire. Because of its low melting point, atomic addition to

the reactive root (usually at the sharp corners or thin ends)
may form a small droplet at the tip. Once the size of the
droplet at the tip has reached a critical value, Pb atoms start to
crystallize at the interface between the tip and the root to
form a stem. As more Pb atoms are driven to the tip, the stem
continues to grow into a uniform nanowire until all of the Pb
source droplets are depleted. This growth occurs at the
expense of nanoscale Pb droplets remaining in the solution
phase and can be thought of as an Ostwald ripening process.
Both TEM and electron diffraction studies reveal that the
root has a plate-like morphology (Figure 28c), and by
increasing the concentration of PVP, Pb nanoplates are
obtained instead of nanowires (see Figure 28 d).[186]

In the case of In, [InCp] (Cp = C5H5
�) has been explored

as a precursor to synthesize In nanospheres and nanowires in
THF through UV exposure in the presence of a long-chain
amine.[188] There is no explicit discussion of the mechanism,
but it was suggested that both the planar structure of [InCp]
and a templating effect from the long-chain amine were
instrumental to nanowire formation. The introduction of
[Sn(NMe2)2]2 to the reaction facilitated the growth of b-In3Sn
nanowires. Most recently, Schaak and co-workers reported
the room temperature synthesis of In nanoparticles with well-
defined shapes.[189] By controlling the addition rate of NaBH4/
tetraethylene glycol to a solution containing isopropyl
alcohol, InCl3, and PVP, the shape of In nanoparticles could
be tuned from high aspect ratio nanowires to octahedrons and
truncated octahedrons.

In the case of Sb, nanowires and fractal nanostructures
have been obtained by reducing Sb3+ with Zn powder or
NaBH4 at room temperature.[190] Sb nanowires have also been
prepared by aging a mixture of Sb nanoparticles and a
precursor compound.[191] As a unique feature of this system,
fractural growth was frequently observed due to the involve-
ment of non-equilibrium growth.[191, 192]

5.9. Alloys

Transition metals can form various alloys and intermetal-
lic compounds. Often these multi-metal materials have very
unique properties that make them attractive for magnetic,
catalytic, optical, and electronic applications. With so many
examples of these materials being prepared as nanocrystals, it
is difficult to include all cases in this Review, thus we will take
FePt alloys as a representative example. FePt alloys have
received a great deal of attention in recent years, partly due to
their high magnetocrystalline anisotropy.[97, 193–195] FePt alloys
are known to have either a chemically disordered fcc-
structure or a chemically ordered face-centered tetragonal
(fct) structure, as shown in Figure 29a.[194] The fully ordered
fct-FePt can be considered as alternating atomic layers of Fe
and Pt stacked along the c axis and it has a higher magneto-
crystalline anisotropy than fcc-FePt. Also, it has a high
coercivity, a thin domain wall of 2.8–3.3 nm, and a small
minimal grain size of 2.9–3.5 nm.[97] FePt alloys also are much
less sensitive to oxidation than either pure Fe or other Pt-free
magnetic metals. This unique combination of properties
makes fct-FePt nanoparticles potentially useful for applica-

Figure 28. a) SEM image of Pb nanowires prepared by a polyol process
in the presence of PVP; the inset shows the cross-section of a broken
nanowire; b) growth of a Pb nanowire with three components: root,
stem, and tip. The Pb nanodroplets in the solution phase serve as the
source of atoms for growth; c) TEM image of an individual Pb
nanowire and the SAED patterns (insets) taken from its root and
stem, respectively; d) SEM image of Pb nanoplates prepared by
increasing the concentration of PVP (modified with permission from
ref. [186b], copyright 2004 American Chemical Society).
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tions in ultrahigh density magnetic storage as well as a
precursor to advanced magnetic materials.

The first synthesis of monodispersed FePt nanoparticles
was demonstrated by Sun and co-workers by the simultaneous
reduction of Pt(acac)2 and thermal decomposition of
[Fe(CO)5] in a mixture of oleic acid and oleylamine.[97] The
composition of the FePt alloyed nanoparticles could be
controlled by adjusting the molar ratio of the two precursors.
As prepared, these FePt nanocrystals had the chemically
disordered fcc crystal structure and took a truncated cubic
shape (Figure 29b); however, they could be transformed to
the chemically ordered fct-structure by annealing at 500 8C.
The annealed nanocrystals appeared rounded. Since this
work, both Fe(acac)2 and FeCl3 have been shown to be
suitable Fe sources for the synthesis of FePt alloy nano-
particles.[193e,j] In these cases, the FePt alloys were formed
through the co-reduction of the Fe and Pt precursor salts.

The formation of fct-FePt nanoparticles does not always
require the two-step process: synthesis of fcc-FePt and then
annealing. A direct synthesis of fct-FePt nanocrystals was
realized with a solution-phase method, in which Fe(acac)2 and
Pt(acac)2 were used as precursors in the presence of tetra-
ethylene glycol.[195a] X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis showed
that the products are partially in the fct-phase. Most recently,
a synthesis of partially ordered fct-FePt nanoparticles using a
stoichiometric mixture of Na2[Fe(CO)4] and Pt(acac)2 in
tetracosane at 389 8C was reported.[195b] In the product, site
ordering of the constituent metals reached as high as 73%. As
the fcc-to-fct phase transition occurs around 400 8C, the

improved crystalline order of these samples was attributed to
the higher reaction temperature.[193b,c]

FePt nanoparticles have also been produced by sequen-
tially reducing Pt(acac)2 then thermally decomposing
[Fe(CO)5].[193f] In this case, Pt nanocrystals first were
formed in solution, on which a layer of Fe2O3 was coated to
form Pt@Fe2O3 core–shell nanocrystals (Figure 29c). These
core–shell particles could be transformed into fct-FePt alloy
nanocrystals by annealing the sample under an Ar(95%)/
H2(5%) environment.

6. Stability of the Shape

Extensive studies have shown that the shape of a metal
nanocrystal can undergo dynamic (and sometimes reversible)
changes in response to variations in temperature and the
surrounding environment. Such behavior has been exten-
sively studied by the catalysis community and can be
attributed to the interfacial free energy density being strongly
dependent on both temperature and the adsorption of
molecules on the surface of a nanocrystal.[196] As a result,
any variation in these two parameters may induce the
formation of new facets and/or changes to the relative areas
of existing facets. As discussed in Section 4.1, surface capping
can have a profound effect on the final shape assumed by a
growing nanocrystal; however, until recently few studies
looked at the stability of the novel nanocrystal shapes after
formation. As capping agents are likely to remain on the
surface of a nanocrystal and stabilize its shape, their removal
(or reduction in coverage) could lead to changes in the shape
of a nanocrystal. Such changes could alter the properties of a
given nanocrystal, while also potentially providing an easy
way to access new nanocrystal shapes if controlled appropri-
ately.

In fact, recent work indicates that metal nanocrystals can
undergo such shape evolution in solution. For example, when
Ag nanocubes with sharp corners are heated in ethylene
glycol containing a small amount of PVP, the characteristi-
cally sharp corners become truncated, generating nanocrys-
tals with a rounded profile (Figure 30a).[197] In this case, the
PVP adsorbed on the surfaces of a Ag nanocube is gradually
released into the solution until equilibrium is established. As
a result, the {100} facets with higher energies become exposed
to the solvent and the more stable {111} planes develop at the
expense of the {100} facets so to minimize the total interfacial
free energy. Through a similar mechanism, Ag nanobars with
sharp corners and edges can be transformed into nanorice
with a rounded profile.[64d] In a third demonstration, Ag
nanoplates with triangular or hexagonal cross-sections
evolved into circular disks (Figure 30 b) when aged in
deionized water at room temperature for one month.[58b] As
indicated by HRTEM study, the nanoplates kept their {111}
planes as their top and bottom faces while their cross-sections
became rounded to get rid of the sharp corners.

In addition to Ag, similar shape changes have been
observed in the Pd system. For example, Pd nanocubes
capped with Br� were transformed into cuboctahedrons with
a rounded profile when aged in the reaction solution for two

Figure 29. a) Unit cell of chemically disordered fcc- and chemically
ordered fct-FePt (modified with permission from ref. [6b], copyright
2006 Wiley-VCH); b) TEM image of truncated fcc-FePt nanocubes
prepared by simultaneous reduction of [Pt(acac)2] and thermal decom-
position of [Fe(CO)5] (modified with permission from ref. [97], copy-
right 2000 American Association for the Advancement of Science);
c) TEM image of Pt@Fe2O3 core–shell nanostructures prepared by a
two-step process (modified with permission from ref. [193f ], copyright
2003 American Chemical Society).
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weeks at room temperature (Figure 30c).[64d] In this case, the
Br� was desorbed from the nanocube to expose the otherwise
protected surface, thus altering the interfacial free energy
density. As a result, the sharp corners become truncated to
form {111} facets with a lower energy. The same occurrence
has been observed with anisotropic Pd nanocrystals. For
example, Pd nanorods, whose anisotropic growth is thought to
be induced by localized oxidative etching of a specific facet on
a cuboctahedral seed, experience a gradual increase in
diameter and decrease in length, causing the shape to move
toward that of cuboctahedron (Figure 30d).[64d] These results
demonstrate that anisotropic nanocrystals slowly transform
into their thermodynamically favorable shape even if they can
be rapidly formed under specific reaction conditions. Such
effects have also been observed in Au nanorod systems, with
recent work by Stucky and co-workers showing that single-
crystal Au nanorods can be shortened with the addition of
HCl to such aging processes.[198]

The shape transformation of a metal nanocrystal can be
considered as a special example of Ostwald ripening, which is
guided by both thermodynamics and kinetics. In terms of
driving force, shape transformation occurs because of a need
to minimize the total interfacial free energy at a fixed volume.
The kinetics is most likely determined by the surface diffusion
of atoms, which can be expedited by heating, stirring, and
oxidative etching. The observations from these types of
studies then can be immediately applied to the synthesis of
metal nanocrystals with controlled shapes. For instance,
starting with pre-synthesized Wulff polyhedrons of Ag or

Pd, the capping effect of various compounds, polymers, and
ions can be quickly screened for inducing the formation of a
specific set of facets. One only needs to mix the polyhedrons
with a specific compound, polymer, or ionic species in
ethylene glycol and then reflux the suspension until a new
equilibrium shape is reached! Such a study is also technolog-
ically important because it will allow for the identification of
conditions under which the nanocrystal shape (and thus the
catalytic activity and selectivity, for example) can be pre-
served.

7. Properties and Applications Enabled by Shape-
Controlled Synthesis

The synthesis of metal nanocrystals with well-controlled
shapes and sizes has been motivated by both the potential
enhancements new materials may bring to industrial applica-
tions and the prospect for new technology development. It is
well-known that changing the shape of a metal nanocrystal
can profoundly alter its properties and thus its performance in
a given application. In the following sections, we look at the
optical, catalytic, electronic, and magnetic properties of metal
nanocrystals, with an emphasis on how these properties can be
predictably tuned by shape-controlled syntheses to enhance
performance or bring about new opportunities in applications
as diverse as chemical sensing and data storage. It is our hope
that this discussion will motivate further explorations into the
shape-dependant properties of metal nanocrystals as well as
lead to the identification of new metal nanocrystals worth
targeting synthetically.

7.1. Optical Properties and Applications

Under the irradiation of light, the free electrons in a metal
are driven by the alternating electric field to collectively
oscillate in phase with the incident light. Known as surface
plasmon resonance (SPR),[199] this collective oscillation ena-
bles effective scattering and absorption of light under a
resonant condition and gives metal (especially, Ag and Au)
colloids their brilliant colors. Associated with electron
oscillation, polarization of surface charges also occurs on
the metal surface when excited by light. Unlike bulk metals,
the induced charges of a nanoparticle cannot propagate as a
wave along the flat surface but are confined to and
concentrated on the particle surface, in which case it is
called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).[199] LSPR
creates intense local electric fields within a few nanometers of
the particle surface. As a direct application of LSPR, this
near-field effect enhances the Raman scattering cross-sec-
tions of molecules adsorbed on a nanoparticle surface,
providing a “fingerprint” spectrum rich with chemical infor-
mation. Since its first demonstration by Fleischman and
Van Dyune in the 70�s, this technique has been widely know as
SERS.[200]

It has been known for nearly 100 years that the shape of a
nanocrystal affects its interaction with light. To demonstrate
how shape can affect the absorption and scattering of light, a

Figure 30. Electron microscopy images of metal nanocrystals after
aging: a) Ag nanocubes aged at 160 8C for 5 min in an ethylene glycol
solution containing 1 mm HCl in the presence of 0.1 mm PVP
(modified with permission from ref. [197], copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society); b) Ag nanoplates aged in water for 1 month at
room temperature (modified with permission from ref. [58b], copyright
2007 Royal Society of Chemistry); c) Pd nanocubes and d) Pd single-
crystal nanorods aged in the reaction solution for 2 weeks at room
temperature (modified with permission from ref. [64d], copyright 2007
American Chemical Society). The insets in panel (a–d) show TEM
images of the corresponding nanocrystals before the aging process, at
the same magnification as in (a–d).
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series of simulated spectra were obtained using Mie�s theory
for a Ag nanosphere or by the discrete dipole approximation
(DDA) method for other Ag nanocrystals.[16d] The simplest
shape is also the most symmetric: the sphere. Figure 31 a

shows the extinction, absorption, and scattering spectra for a
40 nm Ag sphere dispersed in water. Two resonance peaks
were found in the spectra: a strong dipole resonance at
410 nm and a weak quadrupole resonance as a shoulder at
370 nm. At this size, the resonance is mostly due to light
absorption. As a result, the nanosphere primarily absorbs
blue light, giving Ag colloids a yellow appearance. In the
spectra, the dipole resonance arises from the polarization of
electron density across the sphere, giving the sphere itself a
dipole moment that reverses sign at the same frequency as the
incident light.[16] The weak quadrupole resonance, which is
characterized by two parallel dipoles of opposite sign, arises
from the non-uniformity of the incident light across the
sphere as a result of energy losses.

In principle, the charge separation that results from the
polarization of electron density relative to the lattice of
positive ions provides the main restoring force for electron
oscillation and largely determines the frequency and intensity
of the resonance peak for a given metal. Thus, variations in
nanocrystal size, shape, and dielectric environment can affect

the surface polarization and alter the spectral profile of the
resonance. For simple geometrical shapes, both corner sharp-
ness and shape symmetry can alter the surface polarization
and thus the LSPR peak. Considering corner sharpness,
recent calculations of the near-fields around nanoparticles
show that surface charges are accumulated at sharp cor-
ners.[201] As a result of this enhanced charge separation, the
restoring force for electron oscillation will be reduced, which
can manifest as a red-shift in the spectra when all other things
are comparable.[202] For example, Figure 31 b shows the
spectra calculated for a 40 nm cube. Compared to the 40 nm
sphere, the most intense peak is red-shifted by ca. 100 nm.
Red-shifts also are observed for the tetrahedron (Figure 31 c)
and octahedron (Figure 31d), with the tetrahedron having the
most red-shifted resonance peak because it has the sharpest
corners. Yet, varying the degree of corner sharpness cannot
explain all of the spectral features illustrated in these
examples.

As it turns out, shape symmetry can alter the plasmon
resonance too, with the number of peaks observed correlating
with the number of ways in which the electron density can be
polarized (i.e., lower symmetry means more peaks).[203]

Additionally, shape symmetry affects the intensity of the
resonance peak. When the surface charges on a nanoparticle
are separated by mirror symmetry (without the mirror plane
bisecting through a vertex), the effective dipole moment will
be very large, and the greater the effective dipole moment is
the greater the intensity of the dipole resonance. For example,
when considering a Ag nanocube in which charge accumu-
lation occurs at the corners of the cube, a strong dipole will
result as indicated by its Oh symmetry in which the corners are
always directly opposite one another. In contrast, even though
charge accumulation occurs at the corners of a tetrahedron, a
strong dipole will not result as indicated by its Td symmetry in
which the corners are opposite a face.

The LSPR spectra of nanocrystals with 2-D anisotropy
(e.g., triangular nanoplates) are also interesting to consider
because large charge separation can occur when polarization
occurs along their edges. Considering Ag nanoplates, their
LSPR peaks tend to be further into the red than other Ag
nanocrystals because of their sharp corners (Figure 31 e).
Interestingly, if the corners of the nanoplates are snipped, the
main dipole peak will blue-shift.[204] In fact, as Figure 31 f
shows, getting rid of the sharp corners and forming a circular
disc results in a blue-shift of ca. 100 nm. Yet, the circular
symmetry of the disc provides this structure with an effective
dipole moment greater than that of a triangular plate. As a
result, the intensity of its LSPR peak is much greater.

It is worth pointing out that many of these simulated
spectra have been validated by synthesizing the correspond-
ing shapes and measuring their absorbance spectra. For
example, the plasmon resonance of 1-D nanostructures has
been experimentally investigated by a number of research
groups.[128, 205] In contrast to spheres, 1-D nanostructures
display two dipole resonances: one transverse resonance
(polarized along the short axis) and one longitudinal reso-
nance. When the diameter is held constant, increasing the
length will red-shift the position of the longitudinal resonance
while the transverse resonance will remain unaltered.

Figure 31. Calculated UV-visible extinction (black), absorption (red),
and scattering spectra (blue) of Ag nanocrystals, illustrating the effect
of shape on spectral characteristics: a) sphere, b) cube, c) tetrahedron,
d) octahedron, e) triangular plate, and f) circular plate (modified with
permission from ref. [16e], copyright 2006 American Chemical Soci-
ety).
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Figure 32 shows LSPR spectra recorded from Ag nanobars
with different aspect ratios,[63b] which are consistent with
theoretical prediction. Interestingly, when the Ag nanobars

are transformed into nanorice through corner and edge
truncation (see Section 6), both the transverse and longitudi-
nal resonances blue-shift relative to those of the nanobars.
This observation reiterates the role corner sharpness plays in
determining the peak position. From these examples, the
design rules for identifying metal nanocrystals with specific
LSPR properties can be summarized as: 1) the number of
resonant peaks is determined by the number of ways in which
the electron density of a nanoparticle can be polarized, 2) the
position of LSPR peaks can be tuned by altering corner
sharpness and/or shape anisotropy, and 3) the intensity of
LSPR peaks is affected by shape symmetry.

The ability to tailor the plasmonic features of Ag and Au
nanocrystals is enabling the research community to enhance
the sensitivity of SERS, a useful technique for molecular
sensing. Although each organic molecule has a distinct
Raman spectrum, signal enhancement is needed for detection
of low-concentration analytes. The intense local electric fields
generated by LSPR can enhance the Raman signal of
molecules adsorbed onto the metal nanocrystal by many
orders in magnitude. As the intensity and position of LSPR
peaks can be fine-tuned by shape control, significant Raman
signal enhancement can be achieved by simply selecting
nanocrystals with an appropriate shape. To illustrate this
point, Ag nanocubes with sharp and rounded corners were
used as SERS substrates with 1,4-benzenedithiol (1,4-BDT)

as the probe molecule and a 785 nm laser for SERS
measurement.[206] Compared to nanocubes with sharp corners,
the LSPR peak for the nanocubes with rounded corners was
slightly blue-shifted. The Raman signals from 1,4-BDT was
enhanced by ca. 49000 times when Ag nanocubes with sharp
corners were used as the substrate and by ca. 27 000 times
when Ag nanocubes with rounded corners were used. While a
greater SERS enhancement from those particles with LSPR
closer to the excitation wavelength would be expected, such a
significant difference in the enhancement factors is more
likely explained by the difference in shape. Mainly, the sharp
corners on the nanocubes likely provide greater localized
electric field enhancement than the rounded ones.

When a nanoparticle is deposited from a solution onto a
solid support, it will lose its rotational freedom in three-
dimensional space. If the nanoparticle is not a perfect sphere,
the direction of laser polarization will become a critical factor
in determining the efficiency of charge separation and thus
the enhancement factor. We recently discovered this angular
dependence while measuring the SERS spectra of supported
Ag nanocubes.[207] Figure 33 (left panel, a–c) shows an SEM
image of a Ag nanocube with sharp corners and the
corresponding SERS spectra from 1,4-BDT adsorbed on the
cube at different azimuthal angles relative to the polarization
of the excitation laser. When the cube was orientated with a
diagonal axis (corner to corner) parallel to the laser polar-
ization (a and c), the Raman peak from 1,4-BDT at 1565 cm�1

was much stronger than when the cube was oriented with one
of the faces parallel to the polarization of the laser (b). We
also conducted the same experiment on a highly truncated
cube (Figure 33, right panel, d–f). It is clear that the SERS
spectra for the truncated cube (d–f) was essentially unaffected
by the direction of laser polarization while the sharp cubes (a–

Figure 32. a) SEM images of individual Ag nanobars and the corre-
sponding normalized LSPR spectra. The longitudinal plasmon peak
red-shifts with increasing aspect ratio for the nanobars. b) LSPR
(scattering) spectra calculated using the DDA method for Ag nanobars
100, 150, and 200 nm in length, keeping width =55 nm and
height= 50 nm. c) SEM images of individual nanorice with the corre-
sponding normalized LSPR spectra. d) Plot of longitudinal plasmon
peak location versus aspect ratio. The peaks of both nanobars and
nanorice red-shift with increasing length, but on average the peaks of
nanobars are 80 nm red-shifted from nanorice (modified with permis-
sion from ref. [63b], copyright 2007 American Chemical Society).

Figure 33. The normalized SERS spectra of 1,4-BDT adsorbed on a Ag
nanocube with sharp corners (left panel, a–c) and a highly truncated
Ag nanocube (right panel, d–f), at various angles relative to the
polarization of the excitation laser. Each SEM image shows the
nanocube used and the arrows indicate the polarization directions of
incident laser. The scale bar applies to both images. The broad peak at
900–1000 cm�1 from the underlying silicon substrate was used as the
reference for normalization (modified with permission from ref. [207],
copyright 2007 American Chemical Society).
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c) showed drastic variations as their orientations were
changed. Because the nanocubes adopt random orientations
when deposited on a substrate and the polarization of the
laser is fixed, significant variations in the SERS intensity can
be observed. These results clearly demonstrate that extra
cautions must be taken in order to achieve reproducible and
meaningful SERS measurements when nanoparticles are
immobilized on substrates. In general, optical studies have
to be correlated with high-resolution imaging in order to draw
any conclusion about the enhancement factor.

The optimization of LSPR features through shape control
is leading to good SERS substrate design for coinage metals
(Ag, Au, and Cu) and may also result in a diversification of
SERS substrate materials. For instance, the ubiquitous
application of Pd in heterogeneous catalysis makes the
extension of SERS to Pd attractive; however, the SERS
enhancement factors of Pd substrates have been low due to
the absorption/scattering of light by Pd only in the UV region.
Recently, we successfully prepared Pd nanocrystals with their
LSPR bands in the visible region by controlling their shapes;
this achievement now enables their use as SERS sub-
strates.[208] As these examples illustrate, it is critical to control
the morphology of metal nanocrystals if Raman enhancement
is to be maximized for sensing applications.

7.2. Catalytic Properties and Applications

Catalysis has long relied on noble metals to facilitate a
wide variety of chemical transformations.[7] On the most basic
level, nanocrystals of noble metals are attractive for use as
catalysts because of their high surface-to-volume ratios which
can minimize the costs associated with their usage. Such
nanocrystals have been employed to catalyze oxidation, cross-
coupling, electron-transfer, and hydrogenation reactions,
among others, with industrial-scale catalytic applications for
specific metals stated in Section 5. Yet, as the demands for
noble metals are increasing with the advent of emerging
technologies like fuel cells, the need for catalysts that are both
more active and selective is increasing.[209] Nanocatalysts with
well-controlled shapes could help meet this growing demand.

Both the reactivity and selectivity of a catalyst can be
tailored by controlling the shape of a nanocrystal. As a first
approximation, shape determines which crystal facets com-
prise the surface of a nanocrystal. For example, consider a
tetrahedron and a cube made of an fcc metal: all the exposed
facets of a tetrahedron are {111} and all the exposed facets of a
cube are {100}. Assuming no surface reconstructions, the {111}
faces are represented by a hexagonal array of metal atoms
while the {100} faces are represented by a square array of
metal atoms. Such a difference can give rise to different
catalytic activity and selectivity. For example, from studies
with single crystals, the Pt(111) surface was found to be three
to seven times more active than the Pt(100) surface for
aromatization reactions.[210] Also, shape determines the
number of atoms located at the edges or corners, which can
have a profound effect on catalytic performance.[211]

Recently, El-Sayed and co-workers studied the effect
shape had on the catalytic performance of Pt nanocrystals.[18a]

In one study, they considered samples of Pt tetrahedrons,
cubes, and nearly spherical cuboctahedrons for the electron-
transfer reaction between [Fe(CN)6]

3� and S2O3
2� ions to form

[Fe(CN)6]
4� and S4O6

2�. From electron microscopy analysis,
they estimated that for tetrahedrons, cuboctahedrons, and
cubes of 5 nm in size 35%, 13 %, and 6% of the surface atoms,
respectively, were located at either corners or edges. When
used as catalysts, they found that the average rate constant
increased exponentially as the percentage of surface atoms at
corners and edges increased. In a second study, they looked at
the Suzuki cross-coupling reaction between phenylboronic
acid and iodobenzene to form biphenyl.[18a] While similar
shape effects were expected, they found little difference in
performance. Analysis of the catalysts after use revealed that
the well-defined nanocrystal shapes were lost during catalysis,
reiterating the need to understand effects on shape-stability
as discussed in Section 6.

Using a similar approach, Somorjai and co-workers
recently looked at the shape effects of cubic and cuboctahe-
dral Pt nanocrystals by considering the hydrogenation of
benzene.[144a] Regardless of shape, a threefold increase in
turnover rate was measured as compared to bulk single
crystals; however, differences in selectivity were observed.
Specifically, when cuboctahedrons bound by both {111} and
{100} facets were used as catalysts, both cyclohexane and
cyclohexene were produced. Yet, when cubic nanocrystals,
bound by only {100} facets, were used as catalysts, only
cyclohexane was produced. These results are consistent with
the product selectivity obtained from bulk Pt(111) and
Pt(100) single crystals and illustrate how nanocrystals with
well-defined shapes can be used to improve the selectivity of a
catalyst. Additionally, Somorjai and co-workers found that
for cubic nanocrystals the apparent activation energy for
cyclohexane production was 10.9� 0.4 kcalmol�1 while for
cuboctahedral nanoparticles the apparent activation energies
for cyclohexane and cyclohexene production were 8.3� 0.2
and 12.2� 0.4 kcalmol�1, respectively. These activation ener-
gies are significantly lower than those obtained with Pt single
crystals, and these differences were attributed to either the
increase of corner and edge sites available for reaction or a
change in the electronic structure of the Pt nanocrystals as
compared to larger single crystals.

In related work, Sun and co-workers recently considered
Pt nanocubes, truncated cubes, and polyhedrons as catalysts
for the oxygen reduction reaction in a H2SO4-containing
medium.[212] They found that the measured current density
was four times greater when Pt nanocubes were used as
compared to the systems where either polyhedral or truncated
cubic Pt nanocrystals were used. This difference in activity
was attributed to the different adsorption rates of sulfates on
Pt(100) and Pt(111) facets[213] and illustrates the enhancement
nanocrystals of different shapes may bring to fuel cell
applications.

Given the importance of edge and corner sites to catalysis,
there has been a growing interest in preparing metal nano-
crystals with high-index planes that have a greater percentage
of unsaturated atomic steps, edges, and kinks which can serve
as intrinsically more active sites for catalysis. Fundamental
studies on the single-crystal surfaces of bulk Pt have shown
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that high-index planes exhibit much higher catalytic activity
than that of common and stable, low-index planes such as
{111} and {100}.[209] As discussed in Section 5.4, Pt THHs with
high-index {730}, {210}, and/or {520} surfaces have recently
been prepared, providing a unique opportunity to study their
catalytic performance.[145] In an initial study, it was found that
the Pt THHs were up to 360 % more efficient per unit surface
area for the electro-oxidation of ethanol and up to 200%
more efficient for formic acid electro-oxidation as compared
to a commercial 3.2 nm Pt/C catalyst.

From the results discussed in this section, it becomes clear
that maximization of surface, edge, and corner sites should be
the criteria for designing superior nanocatalysts. In the
selection of nanocatalysts, the stability of nanoparticles and
the capping agents on their surfaces are also worth noting. In
many cases, the surface atoms of nanocatalysts are so active
that their size and shape change during the catalytic
reaction.[18b] Such changes can drastically alter their perfor-
mance and lifetime. Additionally, capping agents might
deactivate catalytic sites, with recent work demonstrating
that Pt nanoparticles prepared with TTAB exhibit much
higher activity than PVP-capped Pt nanocrystals.[143d] These
issues regarding catalyst stability and poisoning will need to
be addressed for shape-controlled nanocrystals to be fully
implemented as industrial catalysts.

7.3. Electronic Properties and Applications

As integrated circuits become smaller, the incentive to
incorporate metal nanocrystals as interconnects and transport
materials increases. In Section 5, a number of metal nano-
crystals were discussed that could be attractive for use in
electronic applications. For example, Ag has the highest
electrical and thermal conductivity of any metal, making 1-D
Ag nanocrystals such as Ag nanowires or nanobeams (see
Section 5.2) promising nanoscale conduits for electricity or
heat. In a recent study, we looked at the electrical properties
of Ag nanobeams.[69] In particular, the resistivity and current-
carrying ability were measured for a collection of nanobeams
with different lengths and widths. It was found that for a
nanobeam with a diameter of 20 nm the resistivity was only
twice that of bulk silver (with the resistivity decreasing with
increasing diameter, as expected). This result illustrates that
Ag nanobeams, despite their diminished sizes, largely pre-
serve the unparalleled electrical conductivity of bulk Ag.
Additionally, it was found that the maximum current that the
nanobeams could support increased with increasing beam
cross-section, with a maximum current density of ca. 1.8 �
108 Acm�2 being obtained. This value is comparable to the
highest current densities reported for multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (ca. 109 Acm�2).[214] While these results exemplify
the potential for nanoscale building blocks of Ag in electronic
applications, they do not reveal any shape-dependant proper-
ties. As resistivity depends on the nature of electron scatter
from the metal surface, it is possible that shape could
influence the conduction properties of a metal nanocrystal.
Unfortunately, studies of this nature have not been con-
ducted. At least, shape-controlled synthesis allows the gen-

eration of 1-D nanocrystals, to which electrodes can be easily
applied for transport measurements.

7.4. Magnetic Properties and Applications

With their diminished sizes and single-domain magnetism,
ferromagnetic nanoparticles (e.g., Co, Ni, Fe) have garnered a
significant amount of attention recently for their potential use
as high-density storage media for magnetic memory devi-
ces.[10] Yet, attempts to use such materials are complicated by
the so-called “superparamagnetic limit” in which the minia-
turization of magnetic particles is coupled with a reduction in
the magnetic energy barrier for flipping spin orientation.[215] It
thus becomes desirable to overcome this limit as well as to
understand the factors that govern magnetic phenomena on
the nanoscale so that such nanomaterials may be integrated
appropriately. For magnetic recording media, it is advanta-
geous to have high magnetizations and coercive fields while
maintaining small particle size.

As with the other properties of metals, changing the size
and shape of a ferromagnetic metal nanocrystal can have a
profound impact on its fundamental magnetic properties, with
superparamagnetism representing one of the fascinating new
properties discovered by preparing these metals as nano-
crystals of suitably small size.[216] In a superparamagnetic
crystal, the thermal energy (kT) is sufficient to switch the
magnetic spin direction (i.e., from a spin-up to a spin-down
state), resulting in a net magnetization of zero. The transition
temperature from ferromagnetism to superparamagnetism
(i.e., the blocking temperature, Tb) is dependant on the size of
the nanocrystal according to Equation (4) where Ku is the
magnetic anisotropic constant and V is the volume of the
nanocrystal.[217]

Tb ¼ Ku V=25 k ð4Þ

Thus, it is expected that as the size of a nanocrystal
decreases, the ferromagnetic-to-superparamagnetic transition
will occur at increasingly lower temperatures. Using a super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID), Cheon
and co-workers validated this relationship by analyzing the
size-dependent magnetic properties of monodisperse Co
nanocrystals similar to those discussed in Section 5.7.[218] As
expected, the Tb was found to gradually increase with
increasing nanocrystal size, with Tb>RT for particles with
diameters > 10.3 nm only. Additionally, magnetic coercivity
(Hc) is affected by nanocrystal size. Outside of the super-
paramagnetic regime where Hc is zero, sufficiently small
nanocrystals still possess a single magnetic domain in which
all magnetic spins can align unidirectionally. Within this
regime, the magnetic coercivity increases with increasing
nanocrystal size according to Equation (5) where ms is the
saturation magnetization value.[217]

Hc ¼ 2 Ku=ms½1�5ðkT=KuVÞ1=2� ð5Þ

It is important to note that above a critical nanocrystal
size this trend breaks down due to the formation of multiple
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magnetic domains. Cheon and co-workers also validated this
relationship using monodisperse Co nanoparticles, and as
expected, Hc was found to increase with increasing size within
the single magnetic domain regime.[219]

These trends illustrate the potential limitations of ferro-
magnetic nanoparticles for magnetic storage media; however,
it has been found that within the single magnetic domain
regime, both Tb and Hc are dependent on the shape of a
magnetic nanocrystal, providing a potentially powerful way to
tune the properties of a magnetic nanoparticle. Specifically,
Ku is no longer constant and varies with anisotropies in shape.
This relationship can be expressed as Equation (6) where Ha

is the anisotropy field, N1 and N2 are the shape-dependent
demagnetization factors parallel and perpendicular to the
easy axis of the magnetic nanocrystal, and Ms is the saturation
magnetization of bulk materials.[217]

Ku ¼ ½Ha þ ðN1�N2ÞMs�Ms=2 ð6Þ

Shape effects have been studied most extensively in Co
nanorods and nanowires prepared either by electrodeposition
or template methods.[220] For example, Co nanorods of three
lengths (14, 3.8, and 0.75 mm) were prepared while keeping
the diameter constant.[220a] Hysteresis curve measurements at
300 K with the sample held perpendicular to the applied field
(the easy axis of magnetization is along the axis of these
nanorods) showed that the saturation magnetization
increased, with greatly enhanced coercivities, as the nanorod
length increased. This trend was attributed to an increase in
Ku. Interestingly, recent studies have shown that the easy axis
of magnetization for Co nanorods can be reoriented perpen-
dicular to the long axis of the rod and that this reorientation
can lead to drastic changes in the overall magnetic aniso-
tropy.[220c]

Presumably, analogous materials prepared by wet-chem-
ical methods would display similar effects, pending any
anomalous surface capping effects from surfactants;[174a]

however, such extensive work has not been done. As one
promising example, Cheon and co-workers evaluated the
magnetic properties of Co nanorods (4 � 20 nm) and com-
pared them to Co nanospheres (diameter 4 nm).[219] They
found that the Tb of the Co nanorods exceeded 360 K
(compared to 20 K for the nanospheres). For the low temper-
ature (5 K) hysteresis curve measurements, the nanorods
showed a larger Hc than the nanospheres: 460 versus 370 Oe
(Oersted; unit of magnetic field strength). At room temper-
ature, the nanorods maintained an Hc of ca. 35 Oe. In related
work, it was recently shown that triangular and hexagonal Ni
plates such as those discussed in Section 5.7 display signifi-
cantly higher coercivity as compared to other Ni nano-
structures, and this enhancement was attributed to the
increase in anisotropic energy due to their unique 2-D
structure.[221] It is anticipated that suitable magnetic nano-
crystals with narrow size distribution (< 5%) will be self-
assembled into ordered arrays with controlled magnetic
alignment so to achieve high-density information storage.

7.5. Nanocrystals as Building Blocks for Self-Assembly

Self-assembly provides an effective route to well-defined
structures that are close to or at a thermodynamic equilibrium
state.[222] The essence of self-assembly is that pre-designed
building blocks spontaneously organize themselves into a
relatively stable structure through non-covalent interactions.
The final structure is determined by the characteristics of the
building blocks, as the information that defines a self-
assembly process (and thus the final structure) is often
encoded into the building blocks in the form of shape and/or
surface functionality. Nanocrystals are ideal building blocks
for self-assembly, which can be potentially employed to
fabricate functional devices and complex systems. Signifi-
cantly, the shape of nanocrystals can provide a useful knob for
controlling the self-assembled structures.[178d, 222–225] For
instance, nanorods tend to form liquid crystalline phases,
while nanospheres and nanocubes tend to form long-range
ordered lattices. As limited by space, here we only illustrate
two examples from our group.

As discussed in Section 5.8, metals with low melting points
(e.g., Bi and Pb) can be easily processed as monodispersed
colloidal spheres with diameters in the range of 100–600 nm
and size variations well below 5%. These metal nanospheres
could be further coated with uniform, conformal shells made
of a dielectric material such as silica. Because of their
spherical shape and uniform size, the as-synthesized spheres
self-assembled into 3-D metallodielectric photonic crys-
tals.[178d] As shown by computational studies, crystalline
lattices consisting of metal spheres or dielectric-coated
metal spheres may exhibit complete photonic band gaps
extending over the entire optical regime. Figure 34 shows the
reflectance spectra taken from two typical crystals obtained
from Pb and Pb@SiO2 colloidal spheres, and their corre-
sponding top-view SEM images are shown as the insets. Both
crystals have an fcc structure with their (111) planes oriented
parallel to the surfaces of the supporting substrates. A strong
reflection band at 775 nm was observed for the crystals based
on Pb colloidal spheres, while the Pb@SiO2 crystals displayed
additional peaks at 415 and 530 nm in the visible region.
These results suggest that large photonic band gaps could be
obtained from this system to cover optical wavelengths from
the visible up to the near infrared region.

In a recent study, we demonstrated the self-assembly of
Ag nanocubes into specific structures by modifying their side
faces with hydrophobic and hydrophilic self-assembled mon-
olayers (SAMs).[226] In terms of monodispersity and avail-
ability, Ag nanocubes are unrivaled as a new class of building
blocks for self-assembly. The nanocube itself has a non-
spherical shape, and significantly, one can control the
structures of resultant assemblies by functionalizing the six
faces of a nanocube with hydrophobic and hydrophilic SAMs
in different schemes. When one side of each cube is
functionalized with a hydrophobic, octadecanethiol (ODT)
SAM and all others are functionalized with a hydrophilic,
mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) SAM, the nanocubes
tended to form dimers, as shown in Figure 35 a. When two
opposing faces of each cube were functionalized with the
ODT and the remaining four faces with the MHA, linear
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chains of three or more cubes could be readily found during
SEM characterization (Figure 35 b). When the Ag nanocubes
were functionalized in an inverse manner, such that four of
their sides were modified with ODT and the other two were
modified with an MHA, they tended to form 2-D sheets as
shown in Figure 35c. These sheets were typically square or
rectangular with lengths of 500 nm and had a structure similar
to computer simulations of nanocubes with strong face-to-

face interactions. When the entire surface of each Ag
nanocube was covered by ODT, the building blocks were
hydrophobic and aggregated shortly after being dispersed
into water. The formed structures are shown in Figure 35d: a
3-D lattice of the Ag nanocubes. Over time the size of these
structures appeared to grow but ultimately plateaued at
1.2 mm in length (ten to twelve nanocubes along the edge).
The cubic nature of the final structures suggests that the
assembly occurred equally in all three dimensions

8. Summary and Outlook

The last decade has witnessed significant progress in the
shape-controlled synthesis of metal nanocrystals. Thanks to
the efforts of many research groups, a rich variety of
nanocrystal shapes have been achieved for a large number
of different metals (Table 1). Controlling the shape of a
nanocrystal may initially seem like a scientific curiosity, but its
goal goes far beyond aesthetic appeal. As showcased in
Section 7, the shape of a metal nanocrystal determines not
only its intrinsic physical and chemical properties but also its
relevance for optical, catalytic, electronic, and magnetic
applications. In discussing the various systems, we strived to
elaborate on the plausible nucleation and growth mechanisms
involved; however, a quantitative description of crystal
nucleation and growth is still challenging. For example,
there is little knowledge of the actual nature of the nuclei
involved in the formation of nanocrystals. Such information
would be invaluable in correlating experimental results with
synthetic conditions. Additionally, there is no conclusive
account of the roles played by solvent molecules, capping
agents, and the trace impurities present in all commercial
chemical reagents. Yet, as illustrated in Section 5, all of these
species influence the outcome of a synthesis. Because of these
unanswered questions, what is presented in this Review
should be considered as a collection of protocols, working
hypotheses, and guiding principles for generating metal
nanocrystals of different shapes. We hope that these protocols
and rules can serve as a valuable resource, allowing the
production of metal nanocrystals with specific properties
sought for applications in the areas of electronics, photonics,
catalysis, information storage, sensing, imaging, and biomed-
ical research. It cannot be overemphasized though that most
of the conclusions drawn about metal nanocrystal syntheses
are to be challenged and refined as our understanding of the
nucleation and growth mechanisms is advanced.

Why is it so difficult to decipher the secrets that lead to the
formation of nanocrystals with a specific shape? There is no
simple answer to this question. Based on our experience,
however, we believe it can be addressed from the following
aspects:
a) We should never overlook the seemingly simple reaction

involved in a chemical synthesis. For example, it has been
assumed that in a typical polyol synthesis, acetaldehyde,
derived from the dehydration of ethylene glycol, was the
reductant. Our most recent results, however, indicate that
at least for Ag and in the temperature range of 140 to
160 8C, the primary reductant is glycolaldehyde, being

Figure 34. Reflectance spectra obtained from crystalline lattices of
a) Pb and b) Pb@SiO2 nanospheres with the incident light oriented
perpendicular to their (111) planes. The insets in both figures show
the corresponding top-view SEM images for the two crystalline lattices.
Both scale bars in the insets are 200 nm (modified with permission
from ref. [178d], copyright 2006 Wiley-VCH).

Figure 35. SEM images of structures self-assembled from Ag nano-
cubes. The nanocubes were selectively functionalized with hydrophilic
and hydrophobic thiolate SAMs and then allowed to assemble in
water. The number of faces on each nanocube that were rendered
hydrophobic is indicated in grey color in the bottom right corner of
each panel, the remaining faces on the nanocube were hydrophilic. All
nanocubes used in this study had a mean edge length of 97�6 nm, as
determined from 123 cubes (modified with permission from ref. [226],
copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH).
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produced via thermal oxidation of ethylene glycol by the
oxygen in air.[227] With this new reaction pathway identi-
fied, it now becomes possible to explain many exper-
imental observations that were poorly understood pre-
viously. Notable examples include the influence of reac-
tion temperature, ionic impurities, and reaction environ-
ment. In another example, Brus and co-workers recently
found that citrate, a stabilizer commonly used in the
synthesis of Ag nanoplates, was directly consumed as the
reaction proceeded.[228] They proposed a new mechanism
that involves the coupling between oxidative etching of
the seed and subsequent photoreduction of aqueous Ag+

ions. The reduced Ag deposits onto a Ag nanoplate of
specific size that has a cathodic photovoltage resulting
from plasmon “hot hole” citrate photo-oxidation. In the
future, one should consider all possible reaction pathways
for the reduction or decomposition of a precursor. Then,
through the identification of reaction intermediates or
byproducts, it should be possible to identify with certainty
which reagents or experimental parameters play pivotal
roles in controlling the reduction kinetics, and thus the
nucleation and growth pathway.

b) We should never underestimate the roles of trace amounts
of impurities that are present in commercial chemical
reagents. For production and storage reasons, essentially
all chemical reagents are contaminated with certain
amounts of known or unknown impurities. As we have
shown for the polyol synthesis of Ag nanocrystals, even
the presence of a ppm level of Fe2+, Fe3+, or Cl� impurity
can drastically alter the morphology of the final product.
This high level of sensitivity might help explain many of
the mysteries as well as the irreproducible results asso-
ciated with shape-controlled syntheses of metal nano-
crystals. In many cases, the unexpected effects of an
impurity can be greatly amplified due to the autocatalytic
nature of nanocrystal growth. Also, it should be noted that
the effects of an impurity in one system could differ
greatly when transferred to another system (e.g., iron salts
in the Ag and Pt systems).

c) We need to pay closer attention to the chemical compo-
sition of a reaction system. This need is particularly
important for metals like Ag and Au because most of their
salt precursors (e.g., AgNO3 and AuCl) are sensitive to
light. As we have shown for AgNO3, a freshly prepared
aqueous solution of this salt can contain a significant
amount of trimeric clusters. Due to the autocatalytic
nature of metal nanocrystal growth, the presence of such
clusters can drastically change the reduction kinetics and
reaction pathway, and thus the shape of the final product.

d) We need to pay closer attention to the gaseous species
from air (including O2, N2, CO, and water vapor) and
reaction by-products. These species may influence both
the reduction kinetics of a precursor and the growth rates
of different crystallographic planes. For example, both O2

and CO (a common product of Pt-catalyzed decomposi-
tion of an organic species) have been shown to play
important roles in influencing the morphology of Pt
nanocrystals due to chemisorption. Unfortunately, their

presence and potential roles have been largely ignored in
previous studies.

e) We need to pay closer attention to H+ and OH� , two
species commonly associated with a redox reaction
whenever water is involved. These two species might
have strong affinity towards specific crystal facets—for
example, H+ for the {100} facets of Ag, Au, Pd, and Pt—
which could contribute to shape control.

It should be pointed out that most of the available
strategies for shape-controlled synthesis are built upon
manipulation of the growth processes rather than nucleation.
This observation is likely because very little is known about
the nucleation process. To address this long-standing, funda-
mental problem in chemistry and physics, tools capable of
capturing, identifying, and quantifying the nuclei are badly
needed. Parallel to this advancement, computational methods
need to proceed so that an atomistic-level understanding of
the elementary steps involved in a nucleation process can be
achieved. Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations are well-
suited for this purpose. With little or no a priori knowledge
about the specific agglomeration reactions, ab initio MD
simulations provide a useful tool for reaction sampling or
identification of the key reaction conditions that control
nucleus formation, a starting point for calculating the energy
barriers and reaction rates of different pathways. An integra-
tion of experimental studies and theoretical modeling will
greatly advance our understanding of nucleation and should
offer new methods for controlling the assembly of atoms into
clusters and then nanocrystals with specific shapes. From such
work, the design rules for producing metal nanocrystals (as
well as for other types of solid materials) with exact shapes
will be developed. Only at that point, we will have a scientific
basis for manufacturing nanocrystals with specific electronic,
photonic, magnetic, and catalytic properties sought for a
broad range of applications.
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Shape-Controlled Synthesis of Metal
Nanocrystals: Simple Chemistry Meets
Complex Physics?

Function follows form : Controlling the
shape of nanocrystals may initially seem
like a scientific curiosity, but its goal goes
far beyond aesthetic appeal. For metal
nanocrystals, shape not only determines
their intrinsic physical and chemical
properties but also their relevance for
electronic, magnetic, optical, catalytic,
and sensing applications.
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